
Sale Moor Community Needs Assessment 
Research Project 2012-13 
 
Welcome to the summary of the Sale Moor Community Needs Assessment carried 
out between November 2012 & January 2013. 
 
The project was granted £2585 at the June 2012 Participatory Budgeting Event held 
at the Sale Masonic Hall and led by the Trafford Partnership. 
 
The survey was mainly conducted face-face through 9 Community Researchers 
however some people did fill it out online and by hand. Community Researchers 
ranged from new volunteers answering to an advert in the Sale Moor Source to 
experienced volunteers already operating in Sale Moor. 
 
Every household in the Sale Moor ward was leafleted at least once and some of the 
areas in the Brooklands ward that historically associate with Sale Moor were also 
included in the leafleting. Approximately 4,500 leaflets were distributed and 2,200 
Sale Moor Source magazines were delivered advertising the website and the 
opportunities to complete the assessment with support offered by the Sale Moor 
Community Partnership. 
 
A prize draw of £50, £25 and £10 was used as an incentive to fill out the 
questionnaire. 
 
This data set is presented so it is easy to understand the main points that residents 
have made with a selection of key graphs to complement the statistics and 
residents comments. There is no additional commentary and you are free to 
interpret the results. 
 
Some comments have been vetted to remove bad language or identifiable 
statements. All references to the original individual that completed the 
questionnaire have been removed permanently. 
 
A summary document is also available that visualizes the information in easy to 
follow fact sheets. If you do have any questions or queries regarding the results or 
documents then please email admin@salemoorcp.org or call into the Sale Moor 
Community Partnership Office, 355-359 Norris Road, Sale Moor, M33 2UP. 
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DATA SET 
 
The original questionnaire began:  

 
SALE MOOR COMMUNITY RESEARCH PROJECT 2012 
 
Welcome to the Sale Moor Community Needs Assessment. 
 
We would like to ask you some questions that will help local groups and 
agencies to understand and to direct resources at the most important 
issues facing Sale Moor. If you live in the Sale Moor ward or an area 
that has traditionally been Sale Moor then this survey is for you. 
 
Please try and tell us as much as possible. We would love to hear your 
opinions. 
 
We have created most of the questions in an open-ended manner so 
there is no right or wrong answer, just your answer! So please do your 
best to tell us more than yes or no, where possible. If you are not 
comfortable answering any questions or do not think it applies to you 
then skip it. 
 
We will ask a couple of personal questions. The only ones we really, 
really need are you gender, age and postcode. If you do wish to leave 
your name and contact details you will be entered into a prize draw for 
£50, £25 and £10 prizes (draw 31st January 2013)*. We will also send 
you the results of the assessment. No private information will be stored 
once the data has been processed and all personal links to the data will 
then be removed. 
 
If, after you have completed the survey you have any concerns or wish 
to discuss any matters then please call 0161-962-3636 or email 
admin@salemoorcp.org 
 
*any delay or change will be notified on the online Sale Moor 
Community Forum 
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ABOUT YOU 
 
You can skip any questions if they do not apply to you or you 
do not have an opinion on them. However we do need the 
information on this page to be filled in. Without it, it is 
pointless continuing to do the assessment as we will not be 
able to include it in the final assessment. 
 
1. At this stage please fill in your Postcode 

 
85 people responded to these 3 questions.  
 
The map below shows the Sale Moor ward in green and the approximate area the 
returned questionnaire came from using a red dot. 
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2. Please indicate the age category you are in. 

 

 
 
3. Are you Male or Female? 
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CHILDREN YOUNG PEOPLE FAMILIES 
CHILDREN 0-5 
 
4. What are the most important issues facing babies and young children? 
 
38 Respondents, 47 Issues Highlighted 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Access to services that are local. Being a young parent is hard and they 
need advice and support close to home 

Access to affordable child care 

Affordable childcare 

As an older person should imagine the nest decade 

Availability and cost of child-care 

Childcare, getting parents help to get back to work 
Children not developing in speech and play - entering nursery at lower 
development stage compared to their age    Parents giving young 
children/babies juice in bottles 
Children's centres are closing so there will be less help and support for their 
parent/s 

Cost of child care 
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Crèche facilities especially for those who are on benefit as they already have 
a need on so many levels           also free \subsidised play and stay such as 
sure start provide.  
Dog excrement, traffic going too fast, side roads should be reduced to 20 
miles per hour as in northern moor and school children crossing signs 
should be near every school. 

Don't know 

Education 

Facilities to help development and learning. 

Finding funding for local child care 
Getting the educational start needed to ensure they enjoy their future 
learning experiences. Also getting quality basic care with support where 
needed, which is affordable and easily accessible. 

Good schooling, play areas (safe), safe streets 
Having basic needs met, love, care, food, cleanliness, home & good role 
models. 

Having somewhere informal to meet, chat and get advice. 
Having the security of a safe environment in which to live and to be able to 
rely upon the support of agencies who deal with this age group on a regular 
basis. 
Having young parents who have no idea how to look after the needs of 
babies and young children 

Health, being safe and secure having opportunities to do different activities 

Lack of social interaction, poverty, child abuse 

More playgroups, 

No baby swings on Baguley Lane Park. 

Nurseries 

Parks with no dog **** (edited for bad language) 

Poverty and lack of open green space. 

Safeguarding. 

Safety on the streets isn't the same, school have to be locked 

Somewhere where mums and babies can go and interact with each other 
Stimulation, left on there own too much and too much electronic gadgets, 
phones, TV. Social environments that stimulate parents and children. 
Chances to get out and meet other children. 

THE FUTURE 

The need for free nurseries 

The reduction in provision from children's Centres. 
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There are a few mother and baby drop ins on certain days but we could od 
with a centre open all day for parents and toddlers to use 

There is nothing for them to do and nowhere safe to play. 
 
5. Do you use child-care (including grandparents and family)? Please tell 
us as much as possible and any difficulties you face. 
 
13 people responded, “Yes” to this question. 
 
Comments 
 
2 days at piglets - scout hut - 12 hours 
Cost of childcare and afterschool clubs. 
I only allow my parents to watch my children 
I try not too as my mum is elderly and as being on benefit I don’t have 
money to have a social life 
My daughter's at school, but my mum babysits, so I have some social 
life! 
My sons use a nursery to look after their children on some days a week 
- main problems are cost and drop-off/pick-up arrangements 
No childcare have a disabled son up until September had no respite but 
he now goes to (removed for data protection) 
No, both my children are of an age they don't need it. 
Not at present, but I am planning on returning to work soon. I'd like to 
put my son in a nursery, but I am very concerned about the cost. 
The cost of childcare is atrocious if you are working, even if you get help 
with Tax credits. Grandparents can't always help they are under 
pressure too. 
Use a child minder 
Very rarely 
We pay for afterschool care for our two youngest children which costs a 
considerable amount every month, almost the equivalent to a weeks 
wages for one of us. On top of this as we both work full time we also 
have to pay for additional holiday care costs, or take time off if we 
cannot afford the care, which is especially bad for me as I work in a 
commission based role. Although I think we have found reasonably 
priced care and we love the staff that work there it is still financially 
draining. 
We still care for grand children 
We will be shortly - nursery and family as both of us work 
Yes - piglets pre-school education, family and grandparents 
Yes, a local nursery. 
Yes, I use family as childcare as I cannot afford a child minder. 
Yes. Possible closure of funded places and lack of social interaction with 
peers. 

 
6. Do you use the Sale Moor Children’s Centre? What services do you 
access at the Centre? 
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7 people responded, “Yes” to this question. 
 
Comments 
 
Is this the sure start centre?? If so I used the baby sign language, toddler 
gym, playtime and story time 
Borrowing story sacks, purchasing vitamin drops. Whilst on maternity leave I 
used their drop in sessions to keep my little one amused & get me out of the 
house. 
Not much in there more for babies 
Not for the centre but for events held there. 
No as I didn’t reside in the area I accessed the services of broomwood sure 
start centre 
Yes - breast feeding support group and baby group 
No, however I do feel the centre is an asset to the community. 
Yes in the past (4 years ago) 
Friends use it 
Yes - baby club and stay and play. Both are excellent - the centre's very well 
equipped and a great resource. 

Sometimes. Used for introduction to nursery (Lime Tree). 
Family members do 
No not aware of services. 

 
7. Are you aware of the closure threat to the Children’s Centre? 
 
57 respondents. 34 were aware and 23 were not. 
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Comments 
 
Didn’t know there was one. No concerns as no children 
I am 22 weeks pregnant and plan to use the centre when my bus y arrives to meet new parents and 
socialise 
I have heard 
I wasn't aware but places which help parents look after children should be given more help and 
encouragement not shut down 
I wasn't aware of the closing of the centre! What facilities will be available for the children who attend the 
centre? 
No x 11 
No I am not aware of this threat but would be concerned about any closures relating to places which 
support children. 
No I was not aware of it 
No not aware 
No, this will mean small children have nothing positive in the community for them 
No, I’m concerned to hear about the threat of closure. 
No. Waste of money is its closed 
Not aware 
Not sure. 
Very aware and I believe it will have a very detrimental impact on families 
Yes x 13 
Yes - very worried as my understanding is that they will close most of the centres and the one in sale moor 
will definitely close. 
Yes and no not really nobody uses it when I’ve been which is a shame 
Yes and yes I am concerned. 
Yes I am aware that there are to be closures of most of the children's centres, Invaluable support to 
vulnerable families will be withdrawn. 
Yes I am aware.  I am concerned that there will be even less support available to local parents.  However I 
also think the delivery at the children’s centre did not reach the hard to reach groups that really need the 
support 
Yes I am concerned 
Yes I think it will be detrimental to a lot of parents if it is closed. 
Yes it’s disgusting they provide a valuable vital service to the community as a whole. My little girl has had 
lots of lovely times thanks to sure start 
Yes, I am aware of the proposals for the children's centre review, I believe creating one hub in Sale West 
to cover the Sale Moor area this will isolate many people using the service. Those families who use public 
transport will be less inclined to travel to Sale West and will just stop using services. 
Yes, I am aware.  The Sure Start Programme is an excellent vehicle for promoting positive development of 
young children in a secure environment. The cutting of services in Trafford and Sale Moor will reduce the 
effectiveness of such a programme. It will adversely affect personal and social development of many 
young children. 
Yes, I think its wrong as it helps the community 
Yes, it is a really important amenity and needs to be retained 
Yes, it's a shame. 
Yes, nowhere for my mum to take family 
Yes, this will affect the most needy. 
Yes!!! Already see in the neighbourhood a desperate need for young mums/families in need of support.  If 
support is not given & available then people give up & this impacts the neighbourhood & society causing 
greater problems.  Also as parents are becoming younger & younger, these youngsters have not found 
themselves & developed so it is vital that support is given to help them become good role models for their 
children. 
Yes. I feel it's a shame that the investment is going to be wasted by the closure.   I would ask that services 
like the story sacks and availability of vitamin drops be transferred to other local providers like SMCP. 
Yes. It will be a great loss. 
Yes. See Question 4. The mental wellbeing of parents and children may be affected: children may suffer 
neglect of abuse, if their parent/s or carer/s are not given the support or advice they need. 
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8. Do you use any 0-5 year old activities or services locally? 
 
11 people responded yes to this question. 
 
Comments 
 
Children’s centre intending to go to group at sale waterside - jittabugs  
aquababies in timperley 
Just those done through after school clubs and school. We also use things such 
as bean and brush and the leisure centre in Sale but there isn't really anything in 
Sale Moor I am aware of. My children occasionally use the parks on Norris road 
but they are regularly frequented by older children who make them 
uncomfortable, as do a group of gentlemen who regularly are to be found 
drinking in or around the park. The park is not brilliantly maintained and can 
sometimes be dangerous so I have taken to using parks nearer Sale Centre or 
near my mothers in Sale. 
No but would like to access some for Grandchild I look after on a Friday. 
No hardly anything for special needs 0-5 
No, as my children are older than 0-5. 
No, my daughter is 6 
Not any more 
Not at present 
Piglets preschool 
Piglets Pre school Budworth Road Sale 
See above - baby club and stay and play. Also rhyme time at the library. 
Stay and play at lime tree primary 
Tues drop in at St Francis (Genesis)    swim lessons at Sale Leisure ctr 
Yes x 3 
Yes, sure start 

 
9. Do you use childrens services outside of the Sale Moor area? If so, 
please outline what they are. 
 
10 people responded to this question 
 
Comments 
 
Coppice Ave library.  Jitterbugs at Waterside Arts Centre.  Baby Splash at 
Grand Central Pool, Stockport. 
In Sale we use the leisure centre, Bean and Brush, the Library, the Waterside 
Arts Centre for dance and the theatre etc. 
Pediatrician, Occupational Therapist and Physio and referred for speech 
therapy, through school. (Edited for privacy) 
Rhyme time at Sale Library, and Rhythm Time at St Paul's Church (this is a 
commercial activity group). 
Sale Communities JFC 

Sure Start - Broomwood 
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uhsm wythenshawe 

We go to sportism and Trafford play scheme 
Yes I have rang Trafford’s children’s number which I got from sure start several 
times for things such as local schools nursery, child minders 
Yes, sure start 

 
10. What activities and services do 0-5 year olds need locally that are not 
currently provided? 
 
17 people responded to this question. 
 
Comments 
 
A crèche attached to a place of learning so parents could do some courses to 
better themselves whilst also being close to hand 
Children's centres, now they're being scrapped.  A cafe or drop in centre for 
parents to go to and meet other parents, which provides activities and toys for 
kids to play with (like the Bean & Brush or Antz in Your Pants, but not as 
expensive). 
Currently happy with services 
Daily stay and play style activities 
Gardening, after school club holiday club is a must 
I think it would be nice to see a youth facility for younger children where parents 
can bring their children, a play centre or activity station where children can 
socialise safely and develop a sense of community as well. 
I'd like to see, or know about, more groups and activities for children, for example 
play groups, or more structured activities. It seems a shame that the children's 
centre doesn't have more on as it's a great resource and very well equipped. 
I'm not too sure about what is available so I can't really answer the question. 
More of a toddler play area on the Budworth Park area. 
More play groups 
More playgroups 
More safe places to play 
Soft play area. Sensory room. 
State run nurseries 
Stimulation and social activities for parent and child 
Think surestart are good but I think things should be on everyday 
Toddler gym 
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CHILDREN 6-11 
 
11. What is the most important issue facing 6-11 year olds in Sale Moor? 
 
36 people responded to this question highlighting 48 issues 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Places to play safely 
Having somewhere to go and something to do. 
The need for affordable or free post school activities to keep them occupied and 
out of trouble (?) 
Having more out of school activities to go to     making use of those that are 
already available e.g. cubs/scouts 
NOWHERE TO GO. 
That they have a part to play in the development and success of their community. 
Getting this age group on board early is key to building a sense of social 
responsibility and caring for their community. It also helps to bridge the 
generation gap. 
Cars travelling too fast, side roads should be 20 miles per hour with speed ramps 
as in northern moor. Dog excrement danger to children, poor parking methods 
causing dangerous situations at school times both on entry and exit drop off and 
home time. No children crossing signs close to schools. 
Places to play and socialise. Something to give them a sense of pride in their 
community and recognition of the fact it is important to support the place you live 
and not take for granted the facilities they have. 
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Crime at this age children fall into the trap of being bored and getting in with 
older kids there is nothing to do round here! Sale Moor community centre is dated 
with nothing in it! There is a stage there set up at drama club. Build a new 
community centre drop in centre 
Having something to do after school, weekends and holidays. 
Somewhere to go locally, small junior youth club 
More lollipop people available at crossing and clubs for that age group. 
Violent video games and inappropriate films. 
VERY UNCERTAIN TIMES 
Opportunities to mix with other children and chances to modify behaviour. 
Education 
Fitting into society eg school, making friends, entertainment 
Having places / activities available in the area that they can use safely 
Finding activities that give motivation & inspiration, rather than giving up on life. 
Not getting into trouble 
There is nothing for them to do, so they get bored and start making trouble. 
Boredom is a coming problem for children of any age, activities for 6-11 age 
group helps with social skills from the offset. 
Getting a good education and being able to get the education without a selective 
system. 
Their education 
Support for parents with this age group, activity groups 6-11 
Safe areas to play. (Teenagers/older on parks etc.) 
Lack of social interaction with peers, poverty, child abuse 
Drugs being introduced 
Not enough organised activities Better parenting skills 
Nowhere safe for them to play. 
Not having somewhere to go to prevent getting into trouble. 
That they have some good places to go and guidance when needed. Support for 
their parents too. 
Poverty, lack of open green space available and not many clubs to attend. 
Not enough to do 
Keeping of the streets and more involved more with SMCP. 
Nowhere safe to play when the weather's rotten. 
Not have anything to do or money to do things with children. 
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12. What do children aged 6-11 do in their spare time? 
 
36 people responded to this question highlighting 61 issues. 
 
 

 
 
 
After school activities and personal hobbies 
Arts Crafts, making things, Football and sports, bike riding, social activities 
Computers, stay inside and be very bored. 
Cubs/scouts after school clubs football in local park - games with other teams 
take place park at Norris Rd and Conway Rd think Sale Moor community 
partnership arrange things but not advertised well 
Depends what the family do to encourage them to do. 
Football 
Football 
Football & tennis 
Football, game consoles, watch TV 
From what I can see a lot of them are forced to play in very small groups in 
their streets. My son would love to play out further afield with his friends but I 
just don't feel he would be safe away from where I can see him the way 
certain other children behave in Sale Moor at the moment. 
From what I have observed many are playing computer games. 
GO TO PARK FOOTBALL XBOX TV GAMES HOMEWORK OCCASIONALLY STAY 
OUT LATE 
Go to school, go to the park and watch the TV or play computer games when 
the weather's bad. 
Hang around the shops 
HANG AROUND THE STREET. 
Hang around the streets trying to play. Why don’t youth workers come out on 
a nice day round Chorley, Royton, Alderley, Sandbach, Hoylake etc. and see 
what the kids want to do set up activities on Moor Nook park give them some 
incentive 
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Internet, computer games and homework hopefully. 
No idea!!  Assume watch TV, play outside, play on computer or game 
consoles, sport 
Park, computers. 
Play and have fun 
Play in the park, on street go to scouts after school clubs swimming 
Play in the street. Play in back gardens. Play on games consoles. 
Play on games, maybe join clubs, and play out with friends. 
Play on the street 
Play out 
Play video games and watch TV. Nothing else for them to do. 
Play with their gadgets etc. 
Play. 
Playing computer games 
Sit and watch TV, as it is the only option parents have, as most others 
activities are costly. 
Swimming     girl guides /brownies or boys brigade/ scouts homework music 
dance gamming 
Text each other, watch TV, mooch about 
They mix with and play with other members of their peer group. They watch 
TV and play computer games. Many join after-school activities groups and 
Summer Holiday activities. 
Watch TV 
Wander the streets, play football 
X-box 
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13. What do children aged 6-11 want do in their spare time? 
 
32 people responded to this question with 56 issues 
 

 
 
All different. Some are happy with their own company; some like to be 
organized; some like to be with friends. 
Almost everything 
Anything to keep them entertained 
Art workshops, acting 
Be able to go places on their own without dangers 
Computer games 
Doing things with adults/parents 
Football team for 10 year olds 
Football, game consoles, watch TV 
Games consoles, football and interact with peers. 
Go out and take part in safe activities. 
Go to Antz in Your Pants, cinema, ice-skating, Bean & Brush, but these all cost 
money!! 
Have fun activities to take part in 
Have fun! See their friends, play in the park, be safe 
Have somewhere to go and not get into trouble. 
Having more activities going on in the area 
No idea - assume watch TV, play outside, play on computer or game consoles, 
sport 
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Organised activities Trips out 
Outdoor activities, trips out, clubs that get them in touch with their 
creativity/inspiration, this I feel is important as school tend to give knowledge 
but doesn’t get in touch with the individual personality & tends to knock 
individual creativity out of them to become the same. 
Park, computers 
Play and keep busy, have fun at not a lot of cost. 
Play and learn with their friends 
Play football 
Play with their gadgets etc. 
Play. 
Possible youth clubs 
Probably what they already do! 
Should have more young groups - art, exercise, outings 
Socialize more and group activities particularly for the only child. 
Sport at an early age is good they get a feeling of achievement nature trail a 
good way to get them in touch with the environment around us; they would 
enjoy it if it were here to do. 

They want to socialise, either outdoors or play on games consoles indoors. They 
want to be able to meet up with their friends and shop and do things like go to 
the cinema. They want to have something to do and somewhere to go. 
WANT TO SPEND MORE TIME WITH THERE PARENT TAKE THEM OUT 
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YOUNG PEOPLE 12-16 
 
14. What is the most important issue facing 12-16 year olds in Sale Moor? 
 
46 people responded to this question. 74 issues were raised 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
AGAIN VERY UNCERTAIN TIMES 
Apart from the activities at the community centre there is nothing for them 
As above nothing to do 
As an older person the future 
Assume need free or affordable post school activities to keep them occupied and 
out of trouble 
Avoiding falling in with a crowd of people who promote the self fulfilling prophecy 
of 'we don't have to push ourselves, the area is going down hill I will go with the 
flow and re-create the situation that my older siblings/parents have done so far'. 
Awareness of the world & coping strategies to become fully functioning adults.  A 
place to be really heard & listened to.  Awareness of possibilities of what’s 
available for them to tap into.  There is much abuse in this neighbourhood 
whether that is domestic abuse, sexual abuse, verbal, physical.  Boredom & 
anger issues 
Boredom. 
Boredom, at this age they want to be more social, hanging about in parks as 
gangs need to be stopped 
Bullying Lack of activities and places to go 
Drugs 
Drugs - peer pressure Alcohol 
Drugs and alcohol 
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Drugs, peer pressure and booze. 
Education 
Establishing there roles in society and its various levels 
Exams 
Getting a good education 
Hanging around shops, playing football and throwing litter. 
Having a safe place to go with friends where they can have fun    Cannabis & 
cigarettes - lots of young people smoking    school issues 
Having nothing to do. 
Having something to do and somewhere to go. 
Having somewhere safe and interesting to go. 
Having to stay at school longer but with poor prospects of employment.  School 
curriculums do not cater for all 
Lack of activities and places to hang out 
More options for activities (sports,trips,arts) Local cinema 
Need more things to do. 
No after school activities 
Not enough activities for them to do to keep them off the streets. 
Nothing for them to do.  No youth centre in the local area.  Everything costs 
money. 
Peer pressure in relation to substance misuse and sexual activity 
Peer pressure involving drugs alcohol etc., staying out of trouble 
Peer pressure to conform (dress, behaviour) 
Peer pressure, smoking and drinking. 
Recreational facilities. This is a personal view. As I was in this age group, we had 
a youth club at the church. 
Safety, alcohol, smoking due to peer pressure. 
Should have more young groups - art, exercise, outings 
Smoking weed drinking on parks and public palaces 
Something to do of an evening 
Somewhere for this age group as well, youth club 
Somewhere safe to go in the evening 
Substance Misuse particularly alcohol, cannabis, Coke & E, Nothing for them to 
do so they abuse drugs. 
Being a key part of their community and, as such, being recognised by older 
citizens as making a vital contribution to their community.    Not allowing 
themselves to be drawn into drug use and crime. 
The same as for younger children, but worse, as they're becoming too old to go 
to the park. Nowhere to go, nowhere to play. 
Work the future and 3education some very good clubs and activities are 
available but I think some children need more encouragement to join 
Worry about schooling/college 
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15. What do young people aged 12-16 do in their spare time? 
 
37 people responded to this question with 73 issues reported 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Again from observation playing computer games, drinking & just general 
hanging around. 
As above. 
Assume watch TV, play outside, play on computer or game consoles, 
sport, hang around in groups, texting/Facebook stuff 
Attend Youth Clubs, Sports Clubs and other weekend and holiday 
activities.     Go shopping to the Trafford Centre and the City Centre. 
Being a nuisance 
Computers, hanging around the streets. 
Draw, football, socialise with friends 
Drink and drugs (some). 
Drink? 
Drink/drugs - some 
Games TV Sport 
Gaming TV Sport 
Go to the park    attend youth sessions locally    play console games    
play sport & have fun 
Hang about in parks, outside shops causing nuisance 
Hang about on street corners with their friends which people find 
intimidating.  Should have somewhere that is affordable for them to 
meet and socialise.  This would probably reduce crime too. 
Hang about parks and streets 
Hang around in parks and in the street 
Hang around the park, playing on the equipment and sometimes 
breaking or vandalising it because they're bored / frustrated and the 
lack of facilities probably gives them the impression no one cares or 
wants them around. 
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Hang out with their friends. 
Hang round the streets and park 
I don’t know the teenagers I know go to the park 
In Sale moor a large number of children this age seem to make a 
nuisance of themselves around the Norris road area in the parks and on 
the streets. Many of them will want to go out and socialise with their 
friends to places such as the Trafford Centre of Manchester town centre 
and be with their friends but can't afford it etc. It seems to me a small 
minority are tainting the image of the masses. 
Mess about with their mates and walk about the streets. 
Not use but socilaising and using computers to do so 
Play computer games, socialise. 
PLAY FOOTBALL XBOX TV GAMES HOMEWORK   TRY DRINK FOR FIST 
TIME SMOKE 
Play football, 
Play on their games consoles. Hang out with their mates. 
Play on x-box, internet 
Sit on parks; hang around local area if not using facilities that SMCP 
provide. 
Smoke weed and drink and play football and have unprotected sex 
Stand around at the park, shops and streets 
Text each other, watch TV, mooch about 
Utilize the programmes running in the area, reliant on funding! 
Volunteering for sports clubs, taking part in sports. 
Walk the streets 
Wreck the park equipment but could be younger children 

 
16. What do young people aged 12-16 want to do in their spare time? 
 
33 people responded to this question raising 54 issues 
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Comments 
 
Sports 
Acting drama classes 
Activities in a safe environment. 
Anything social, I feel this age group need to have activities where they can be a 
team like outward-bound courses. 
As above. 
Assume watch TV, play outside, play on computer or game consoles, sport, hang 
around in groups, texting/Facebook stuff 
Be with peers 
Chilling, spending time with friends. 
Cinema Spend time with friends Sport 
Drama and dance for girls computing and games for lads 
General youth club. 
Get a good education, aim high in life 
Go camping (outward bound type) Go-karting Rock climbing Learn survival skills 
GO TO YOUTH CENTRES   HANG AROUND STREET CORNERS WITH THERE MATES 
MAINLY THROUGH BORDOM DRINK SMOKE 
Hang out with their friends. 
Have somewhere warm and safe in the area to hang out with their mates 
especially in the colder months. Play on games consoles, cinema and sports. 
Just get together, hang out, listen to music, dramatics, fun/creative things 
Learn more 
Meet up and socialise somewhere safe and warm. 
More learning needs led activities. 
More things to participate in such as music festivals like the one in 2012 
My teenage daughters are bored as there is nothing to do that is safe locally   
They would love a proper youth club to attend 
Need places to go i.e. youth clubs, community centres (supervised) 
Probably go ice-skating/ skateboarding, watch films at the cinema, hang out and 
go for a drink / meal somewhere safe with their friends, eg. A youth club or 
centre, play computer games, play sports, and go to a disco. 
Same as younger children, but mainly they need somewhere that is theirs, where 
they can sit and chat, play/use computers or be involved in more physical 
activities and sports. 
See their friends and have fun    feel safe and supported    But I would rather 
hear from them on this 
Socialize with friends, cinema, trips etc. 
Something to entertain them 
Take part in fun activities and have a place to hang with out getting in trouble 
They could do with a youth club in the area shame the community missed out on 
getting the piper as a community asset. 
They would like to socialise in a place that they can be comfortable in and meet 
with their friends. 
Want somewhere to go and socialise. 
Youth group Pool Boxing Dance 
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YOUNG PEOPLE 17-19 
 
17. What is the most important issue facing 16-19 year olds in Sale Moor? 
 
47 people responded to this question with 77 issues reported. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Employment and motivation more things to do for this age group and self 
esteem 
Again drugs and alcohol Teenage pregnancy 
Bad influences around them can lead to ruin at a young age. 
Careers, jobs, skills. Most school leaders are forced into higher education event 
if they don’t want to. More Modern apprenticeships or even re introduction of  
yts scheme. 
Drinking on parks and   taking drugs having unprotected sex 
Drugs, boredom, somewhere to hang out. 
Education 
Education 
Employment 
Employment and college    substance misuse - particularly cannabis 
Facilities 
Finding a job. 
Finding suitable jobs, having the facilities and support behind them to enable 
them to do this. Many lack a sense of direction in regards to where they want 
to go from finishing school and take from others that are older from them the 
wrong view that society owes them something. Many have aspirations and 
dreams but no way of achieving these. 
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For those not in education I assume it will be getting a job or, if they have a 
job, earning enough to not get into debt and to be able to do what they want to 
do for those in education, earning money on the side to be able to do what they 
want to do 
Get a good college place or work 
Get a job 
Get bored and cause trouble 
Getting a job 
Getting a job, college place, youth activity space 
Getting a job.  Being able to access training opportunities that will lead to 
employment. 
Having something to do and somewhere to go. 
I IMAGINE WORRIED ABOUT GETTING A JOB AND WHAT THERE PARENTS 
THINK ABOUT THEM 
Knowing that they have nothing to do in the area and hanging around on street 
corners at night 
Lack of activities and places to go 
Lack of employment/drugs etc. 
Lack of jobs, having no money, peer pressure, drink and drugs. 
Lack of motivation 
Lack of work opportunities Boredom 
Need access to job course and college courses, more information for how to 
progress in life 
No job prospects 
No jobs no community work 
No jobs. 
No work 
Not enough support for them. 
Nothing to do. 
Poor prospects of employment.  Housing issues - unable to move out of home 
for independent living benefit cuts difficulties with further education due to 
financial constraints 
Settle into society either work or higher education 
Somewhere to go and something to do 
That they are supported in their decisions after they have left school and they 
have somewhere to go during the day where they can be positive. 
The same as kids aged 12 - 16, plus dating and sex, for some. Maybe concerns 
around leaving school, career choices and whether to go to college / uni or get 
a job. Experimentation with drugs. 
Trying to get work or a good college place. 
Unemployment x 5 
Unemployment and fewer training schemes unavailable. 
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18. Do you use services at Talkshop in Sale? What services do you use at 
Talkshop? (We understand these services can be private so please tell us 
as much as you feel comfortable with. You can add "for personal reasons" 
if you do not wish to be specific.) 
 
11 people responded to this question 
 
condoms 
Have done for personal reasons 
I used it for young parent and baby groups and the midwife services, when I 
was younger. 
I've got condoms from there a few times. 
My children have used these facilities to discuss matters of contraceptives. 
My daughter has used it in the past, I am aware she used it to obtain 
information about contraception. 

Personal reasons. 
Personal. 
Yes - free condoms 
Yes, my eldest used to go there. 

 
19. What services need to be based in Sale Moor for 16-19yo? 
 
36 people responded to this question with 43 suggestions. 
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Comments 
 
A full time youth and advice centre. 
A large local youth space, current ones too small 
A place for them to go and get jobs, do courses, socialise and learn. Maybe 
open the Learning centre more in the evenings, as I know they are busy in the 
day. 
Abuse services, workshops, general awareness & somewhere to be heard & 
listened to so awareness is brought to the services in the area of what the 
needs are. 
Brook centre and midwife. 
Careers advice, link to apprenticeships and other agencies for support    
sexual health drop in 
Connexions 
Connexions. 
Drug awareness, including alcohol educational training schemes, come more 
hands on. 
Drug work shops 
Employment 
Encouraging them to find work 
EXPAND THE SERVICES AT SALE MOOR CP  A PLACE TO GO JUST TO LET OFF 
STEAM 
Family planning 
Help to deal with crime and depression. 
Help with employment encouragement to enroll on courses to better their 
future encouragement to boost self esteem 
How to get a job 
Job clubs and career advisor, job centres do not specialise in this age groups 
and feel that jobs within this age group should have age specific clubs that 
offer these opportunities direct to our teenagers on the doorstep not miles 
away. 
Job clubs, training 
Job shop work placement support 
Learning centres to be open til later   community social centre 
Nothing really  Got quite good youth services at SMCP 
Nothing, if they have problems doing stuff, maybe they should get a job or 
enroll at college. 
Practice job applications and interviews 
Sexual health, drug awareness/advice, career advice drop in centre/s, as well 
as youth clubs where they can attend discos / roller discos etc. 
Social group and a talkshop in sale moor. 
Something like Talkshop 
Somewhere for them t socialise and meet so they aren't appearing to be anti-
social or a nuisance but can relax with one another and also offer each other 
support and advice and come in to contact with others whom they would not 
normally come into contact with. 
Somewhere to go and keep busy 
Sports facilities which is something we need not just to go back lane park 
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Substance abuse advise Drop in centres for advice and help 
support for getting jobs? Support with transition to adulthood and associated 
responsibilities?  Support if out of a job so that they don't feel isolated, useless 
and frustrated?  Access to activities to keep them occupied and/or help them 
learn useful skills 
Work shop doing community work with THT send the kids on out with staff do 
caring and odd jobs for people in the community as few hours a day/week 
treat them at the end to ten pin bowling or something they just need a focus, 
aim and incentive 
Workshops 
Youth club. 
Youth club. 
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CHILDRENS EDUCATION 
 
20. What do you believe to be the role of schools in the local community: 
Solely as an education provider, or playing a wider role?  
Please mark box. 
 
71 people responded to this question with 56 saying “Playing a wider role” and 15 
saying “Solely as an education provider”. 
 

 
 
21. Would you be interested in accessing other services via your local 
school? Please list anything that would interest you.  
 
35 people responded with 38 issues. 
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Comments 
 
Adult courses with crèche 
Adult education classes 
Adult lessons. 

After school activities, sports etc., cooking as long as we were aware of the 
activities and it was advertised effectively. 
After school club eg home work club etc. 
Back to work workshops with the use of there IT skills. 
Bullying campaigns, childs diet, homework club 
Computer skills for elderly   CV help for all ages 

Courses in IT, English, Math’s, Art, Languages.  Sports and keep fit. 
Decent play areas with support knowing your child will be fine 
Depends on what is available. 
Drop in-coffee and getting to know others in Sale Moor Exercise type 
activities like aerobics, yoga, Zumba Computers 
Gym 
I would be interested in using services via my local school. 
If there was no where else, already have CLC 
Integrating themselves with local groups, such as SCJFC 

LTPS provide lots at school 
No x 2 
Not really as I hated school 
Not really as I want to get away from school 
Other courses for adults community meetings 
Our local schools are very community orientated already but if anything could 
be offered further to this then it would be nice to see them get involved 
Schools should be a rock in the community. Many of them already open their 
doors to community groups who hold meetings there. All Sale Moor schools 
should adopt this policy with minimal charges to encourage usage. 
Science 
Social services work and creative extra-curricular work (drama) 
Using the school for courses and evening clubs 
Walking Centre. 
Work shops so they can learn skills to get a job. 
Yes x 4 
Yes - a gym facility would be good 
Yes - any activities that would be suitable for toddlers 
Yes - gym 
Yes for the right things 
Yes if appropriate services 
Yes would attend courses if offered but not of the basic skills variety. 
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22. Some schools in the area do provide local services, are you aware of 
any? 
 
53 people responded “yes” or “no” to this question with 26 also highlighting an 
activity they were aware of. 

 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
After school activities such as dance 
After school clubs, homework clubs. 
As a parent of children at school yes but others would not be aware as 
advertising is not outside of school links. Would be hard for people working to 
do anything though. 
Breakfast and after school clubs. 
Breakfast and after school clubs.  Literacy classes for parents 
High schools offer night class type of things.  Daytime activities, I don't know 
about as at work. 
I know the schools offer holiday care in some cases and there is an advice 
centre at the local primary school but beyond that I am not sure 
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Lime Tree is home to James Goodwin Musical Theatre.  Sale High has Zumba 
classes and is home to Sale Communities Football. 
Many do after school clubs and breakfast clubs 
No not really. The only place that helps with that stuff is the Sale Moor Centre 
Point 
No, I think there needs to be more publicity and communication 
No, no advertising beyond the school walls 
None at all, I know they let the local football team access their school field to 
practice and for games. 
Only after school clubs 
Only afterschool activities. 
Only what Lime Tree offer 
Parents classes 
Sale High and Sale Grammar have Zumba classes. 
Some 
Yes x 4 
Yes Lime Tree school do breakfast/after school clubs are provided at most 
schools but these can be too expensive for families especially for more than 1 
child 
Yes, slimming clubs. 

 
23. Do you believe the right information is readily available to allow an 
informed choice of school in the local area?  What factors are important to 
you when selecting a school (please list all)? 
 
31 people responded “yes” or “no” to this question with 36 people highlighting 39 
issues. 
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Comments 
 
All info on the net. Most important is the ofsted reports when selecting 
Already chosen and happy with school 
Does it have a good reputation for caring for pupils?  Are its teachers 
committed to their job?  Does it encourage parental involvement in the life of 
the school?  Does it reach out to its community and work with the community?  
Exam performance Class sizes 
Hard to get into certain schools, choice isn't really there, limited to area 
I could not find any information when choosing my daughters school. I 
contacted the schools and arranged appointments to find the information 
myself 
I don't think it really makes that much of a difference really as usually your 
school choice is pre-determined based on your address. I would have primarily 
liked for my children to attend Springfield Primary School given the choice but 
their catchment area is so small they got almost double the number of 
applicants they could accommodate. In relation to high schools the league 
tables results etc. are far too easily manipulated, I find the best way to judge 
this is to attend the open evenings and then book a second visit when children 
are actually in school. 
I think a school should have a holistic approach to learning - enabling all young 
people to reach their potential.  I think a school should be a community that is 
safe and a place that young people enjoy going to.  I think secondary schools 
need to move away from teaching from the front of a classroom and give 
students to learn in more creative ways.  It is important that a school maintains 
discipline, and a positive environment. 
I wouldn't say it's readily available but if you go looking you can find it in 
various places. It could do with all being in one place.  The schools reputation, 
which comes from speaking to other parents, the SATS results, religion and 
attendance rates. 
Locational reputation 
Lots of information is available on the internet to allow parents to make an 
informed choice, however not everyone has access to computer or the internet. 
Many families would not use local library but maybe a local school for this 
access Schools are very welcoming and will show parents around and there are 
open days that are well advertised in local press and via primary schools 
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My son's not yet one so I haven't really looked into it. However I hope that all 
the information I need is available online.     Of course the most important 
factors to me are teaching standards and children's safety while at school. In 
addition it's important to me to have a school that's within walking distance of 
our house, and that has lots of outdoor, green space for the children to play. I'd 
also hope that my son's school takes part in gardening / grow your own veg 
schemes. 
NO SHOULD BE A CHOICE WHERE PARENTS WOULD LIKE TO HAVE THERE 
CHILDREN EDUCATEDWHEN JUST STARTING SCHOOL 
No as my child attended Temple moor Nursery School and I was not informed 
that I needed to apply for Infant sections of the school. 
No not every body has the internet    good atmosphere good teachers and 
behavior 
No, didn't know we had a choice, the cost of travel to schools that are not on 
our doorsteps is a factor. 
No, when we first moved in we didn't have enough information to select 
primary school. 
Not a lot really Kids should have a choice of which school they want 
Not applicable 
Not available at primary level but high school is fine. 
Not readily available without knowing further information points 
Not really, The choice is actually an illusion for most people. You will end up 
with a fourth choice school. 
Proximity of the best school 
Reputation History   curriculum 
Reputation, Ofsted, distance. 
The area Reputation 
The happiness of the child. Ofsted reports. Good communication with teachers 
and parents. 
The Ofsted reports and SATs results. 
There are lots of places which inform parents about certain schools- Internet, 
papers, Ofsted reports, school websites.  Looking for a school it needs good 
results, good Ofsted report which also mentions ethos and caring attitude of 
school. Size of school and its location. 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes if it is searched properly, faith, Ofsted report and locality. 
Yes the information is available 
Yes, Google. 
Yes, location, performance levels. 
Yes, Ofsted report, past experience 
Yes, Ofsted reports 
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24. How do you think a high school can adequately prepare today's young 
people to play a valuable and rounded part in society? 
 
42 people responded to this question highlighting 65 issues. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
All though science math’s English and other subjects are important, none of 
these subjects have been needed in my job.  I think job skills should be taught 
(Plastering, Brickwork, Mechanics and Electrician etc.). 
Alternative curriculums, college placements but these are provided by Sale High 
Arrange activities that develop interpersonal skills; introduce them to 
volunteering schemes so that they can learn perspectives other than their own; 
make them aware of and engage in politics/social issues so that they feel a 
connection and responsibility to the community, society, the world link with 
businesses for work experience opportunities; children grow up thinking they are 
the centre of the world - a wider engagement with the community and society as 
they get older will allow them to become less self centric, more aware of others 
and gain valuable life skills. 
By enabling young people to make choices and learn themselves rather than 
being expected to regurgitate information.  Take the pressure off getting high 
marks, and focus on the individual learner 
By providing practical education that can be applied to every day life e.g. finance 
and budgeting, using computers, what it's like finding a job and working etc.  It's 
also important to have some extra-curricular charity based activities to see how 
less fortunate people live e.g. the elderly, homeless etc. 
By teaching them not only academically but also social values, morals and 
respect on a local and worldwide level. 
By teaching them the value of hard work giving them plenty of opportunities to 
learn about real life but to push them as hard as possible to achieve as much as 
possible not just give them an 'easy option' to meet their 'predicted' abilities. 
By visiting hospitals and homes (elderly). Seeing how the could end up might get 
some thinking. 
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Careers advice, Work placements, preparation for employment, options for that 
and extended 
Develop a good work ethic amongst children so they want to better themselves 
and don't see education as boring.   Make older children more aware of problems 
associated with drink and drugs to attempt to reduce future issues. 
Education, respect, discipline, caring and respect for the community 
English and Math’s are key skills that schools should concentrate on as a 
foundation for learning. Work experience, coaching for employment and writing 
CV's, personal statement. 
Get them more involved in their community area 
Having teaching about morality, justice and citizenship from an early age 
throughout primary and High School. If it only starts at High school, then it's too 
late. Careers guidance and information on the use of drugs for older children eg. 
Possible side effects, dangers and how to minimize harm if they decide to 
experiment anyway, 
High school need to interact with the community where they are based so they 
know the issues their students face 
I don't 
I THINK THAT CHILDREN THAT ARE GOING TO LEAVE PRIMARY SCHOOL 
SHOULD SPEND A WEEK AT HIHG SCHOOL OF CHOICE TO PREPARE THEM FOR 
HIGH SCHOOL 
Integrate school and college send on work placements 
Just make sure we get a good education 
Keep school fun and interesting, set boundaries and understood the point of no 
return 
Lead the right path to a good future for pupils 
Lesson about finance, opening bank accounts, household budgeting, shopping, 
paying bills, banking. Cookery and woodwork (general joinery) skills that are 
applicable at home (DIY) Ironing, cleaning 
Life experiences, good behaviour, education. 
Make sure they are educated properly first and foremost and make links into the 
local community so they have other places to go after school and for experience 
More about self esteem how to get a job and behaviour and manners 
More in between leaving school and either gaining higher education or a job     
more work placements    raise children’s expectations to help them succeed 
More sex education class more aware. 
More time on work experience and interviews/applications 
Only if the students are willing to be taught, the parents need to firstly 
encourage the notion of education as an advantage before the system can help 
the student to learn.   Without the seed being planted from an early age, there is 
no chance of a good harvest in the future 
Remind them of their responsibilities 
Sex ed More awareness of drugs 
Teach life skills Respect for ones peers and self respect 
Teach them morals and work ethics. Vocational courses would also help for some 
pupils 
Teaching students that are not that academic to learn different skills, also life 
learning skills, such as budgeting, social skills, being a valued member of the 
community e.g. helping out with local community groups. 
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Teaching them good morals, discipline and thinking about others. 
There should be more social and youth clubs in the area, including Sale High. 
They need to ensure a full and varied curriculum, relevant to life skills. The 
pupils need to be aware of further education, jobs and also what to do if they 
find it difficult to achieve their goals. They must be made aware of how society 
expects people to behave and the dangers of drugs, alcohol and anti-social 
behavior generally. 
Through instilling in pupils those standards of morality and citizenship that will 
fully equip them for adult life. A big emphasis upon Personal and Social 
Education which should be cross-curricular.  Showing pupils that the school 
values them as young adults. 
To get them involved in community where the school is based. 
To teach them to respect other people. To have the right attitude to work as 
most people start at the bottom but can achieve a lot through hard work. 
Working with young people after school, building relationships 
Yes, but other organisations that do youth work also are needed to play a part to 
offer a different point of view or confirm a point of view. 
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GENERAL YOUTH ISSUES 
 
25. Are there enough spaces for young people to use in Sale Moor? 
 
57 people responded to this question “yes”, “no” or “don’t know” highlighting 22 
issues. 
 

 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
? 
Although the SMCP provide fantastic facilities it would of been great benefit to 
the community if funding was available to have bought the Piper Pub grounds 
to transform it into a youth focused Center. 
Apart from the Learning Centre no, they need a larger space 
Depends 2 parks SMCP Youth Nights 
Don't know 
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Don’t know - what do you mean by spaces?  Places to go?  Probably not.  The 
community centre is not very accessible to the young unless someone 
organises events for them.  The churches do not engage with the young without 
restrictions/agendas I am not aware of permanent/dedicated youth clubs 
although I believe there are youth forums. 
Got the park, would be nice if the school field was available 
I’m sure there is just not advertised enough therefore not attended enough maybe 
the info needs to be organised through schools 
In general yes 
Maybe, just not used correctly 
No x 23 
No - need a dedicated youth space.  Or facilities need to be made available in a 
realistic way for young people.  Open the community centre up for young 
people to use rather than keeping them away 
No - there are 3 parks and they are all boring because youths ruin it for others 
not to use because they are bored 
No large indoor spaces that young people can use regularly, we seem to kept 
out of some local centres like the church and the community centre near the 
park 
No there are no spaces for young people to use in Sale Moor, not in the way 
they are intended at least 
No, need a bigger space so larger groups can socialise safely or take part in 
activities 
No, no large space or specific youth club 
No, not really, more could be done to help more children have moor choice. 
No, they are all too small for sports. Seem adequate for what there used for 
now. 
Not enough indoors spaces. 
Not enough. 
Not really 
Plenty of outdoor spaces.  However, more use of St. Francis Church by young 
people would be beneficial. Also the Community Centre which still does not 
admit young people. This is a totally indefensible standpoint, which only serves 
to antagonise young people. Those responsible for this ludicrous policy should 
be removed from the Committee. 
There are a few parks available in the area - more than other areas have 
there are far more children, than places available.   This is not a bad thing, it 
just means they are forced into using other areas 
There are very few that offer more than grass, youth clubs aimed at the under 
15 non and again nothing for teenagers, the goal posts even get taken away in 
the summer, so they end up playing ball games in the roads.    As a child I was 
lucky enough that there was a community centre youth clubs in a venue big 
enough to house everything under one roof, football, pool, electrical games, 
canteen, IT. It was open every night and don't remember ever being without 
something to do.  Although our Sale Moor centre is help, it doesn't have the 
square footage to offer the things I was lucky enough to experience.  The cost 
of crime and damage that comes from teenagers being board must be in there 
thousands in our area and feel a large community complex would work out 
cheaper in the long run. 
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Think not 
Very little 
What does "spaces " mean?  Outdoors then no and don't know of indoor spaces 
apart from cubs /scouts brownies/guides 
Yeah there is a leisure centre. I don't even know if there is a youth club 
anymore, also there are a couple of parks. That's all I had growing up and I 
turned out all right so yeah they don't even need much. 
Yes x 2 
Yes but maybe not used to there full potential. 
Yes, open space! 2 decent sized parks. 
Yes, we're very lucky! 

 
26. What crimes are most likely to affect young people in Sale Moor? 
 
63 people responded to this question highlighting 149 crimes. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Alcohol based/anti social behaviour, burglary (although this is greatly improved) 
Anti social behaviour 
Anti social behaviour, drugs, theft, mugging, assault. 
Anti-social behaviour Theft Drugs 
Antisocial behaviour, Drug use, theft, mugging. 
ASB to them or amongst them    drug related crime 
Assault, Muggings 
Assaulted on the street, bullied 
Boredom Anti-social behaviour Drugs Burglary Stealing 
Bullying Assault 
Bullying and intimidation, car theft, vandalism, drug abuse / dealing. 
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Bullying, theft, criminal damage 
Car crime and drugs. 
Crime, theft 
Drink Vandalism Theft 
Drink and drugs, could get robbed or attached. 
Drug & alcohol abuse, which leads to robbery. 
Drug abuse alcohol abuse antisocial behaviour 
Drug abuse Theft 
Drug dealing, burglaries, and robberies. Alcohol leads to crime. 
Drug use, (weed, alcohol) vandalism, and burglary. 
Drugs 
Drugs Bullying Mugging Alcohol 
Drugs Burglary 
Drugs Stealing (burglary) Car crime 
Drugs!!! 
Drugs, anti-social behaviour and drink. 
Drugs, getting robbed 
Drugs, muggings ie. Taxing. 
Gangs 
I have observed that Domestic abuse in fact all forms of abuse affects a persons 
self esteem & identity, leading to anger & a turning to drink/drugs, vandalism as a 
way to deal with or communicate there is a problem. 
I'm concerned about violence and bullying, and also alcohol-related crimes. 
Mobile phone theft and bullying 
Mugging 
Mugging acquisitive theft 
Muggings and bullying. 
Muggings and taking phones. 
Muggings and violence robbery 
None aware of 
Peer pressure making people do criminal things 
Robberies Drugs Alcohol related 
Robbery and assault 
Rowdy and drunken behaviour    Anti social behaviour 
Smoking cannabis Drinking in the park Stealing and many more 
Street assaults, mobile phones etc. 
Street crime   Vandalism 
Street crime drug/drink crimes   violence 
Street robbery & bullying 
Street robbery and assaulted 
Street robbery e.g. for mobile phones or their bikes. 
Substance Abuse, alcohol, and offences related to addiction (violence, theft etc.) 
Taking drugs antisocial behaviour 
Theft drugs 
Theft (usually of mobile phones) Violence - it seems that a lot of young people are 
almost constantly angry and minor things trigger violent outbursts 
Theft and vandalism. 
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Theft of personal belongings - e.g. mobiles violence or verbal abuse from other 
young people burglary of their homes 
Theft, burglary, drugs 
Theft. 
Thieving and anti-social behaviour. 
Vandalism, minor theft, violence. 
Violence 
Violence, theft from person 
Young people are often the victims of crime but are invariably portrayed as 
perpetrators Bullying and intimidation, petty theft and burglary I would think 
impact on young people 

 
27. What else is needed for young people in Sale Moor? 
 
44 people responded to this question highlighting 51 issues. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
A big, cheap cinema 
A community centre/drop in centre 
A counseling service, awareness workshops.  Creative spaces that tap into 
individual’s creativity/motivation/inspiration.  With the possibility of showing 
what skills gained can lead to in the job world. 
A curfew. 
A dedicated youth club. 
A fully equipped youth club that teenagers feel safe to use 
A place for secondary school kids to go at night and socialise with friends and 
learn new thing 
A place that is theirs, that they have a say in its running and the provisions 
they want. Support and someone who could act as a mentor type. 
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A real forum where they can express their needs and aspirations. Somewhere 
they can feel safe to express their views and needs.  It is said children between 
0 - 5 learn half of everything they will know during their lifetime so this is the 
time when resources should be prioritised.  For older children they need to be 
exposed to the wider world. In poor communities these children never have a 
holiday, rarely experience life outside their own community. 
A responsible social worker and youth project manager 
A steady source of funding so that services can be maintained and developed 
further 
A youth club but most kids don’t think it's cool and they would wreck it.    There 
are some good kids who would use it. 
A youth facility for 5-19yo 
An active community centre (similar to sale west) have a small gym and a cafe 
etc 
An aim to be community 
Another shop etc. like Genesis was. 
Before I retired I was involved in interviewing for many positions at the 
University of Manchester Library. I was amazed by the poor quality of the CV's 
we received egg. spelling. Also the young people attending the interviews had 
no idea how to dress or present themselves. If the schools do not help in this 
already, then it is very important that this encouraged. First impressions do 
count!! 
Community centre on Conway park. It needs to be used, it's always closed. 
They should do something with it. 
Dedicated youth clubs Affordable or free activities Some practical guidance on 
what to do with their lives or how to identify or achieve their goals instead of 
wasting time reinventing the wheel by working it out for themselves and 
making costly mistakes (e.g. lost time, money) - although to a certain extent 
everyone needs to go that process to grow 
Driving tests support and peer rewards 
Group activities. 
Jobs Housing 
Jobs, housing. 
Larger youth facilities 
More access to activities - youth club space (like when we had Sale annex) I 
find it hard to know where to start when it comes to getting my child into 
school when she becomes of age 
More activities to keep them off the streets. 
More opportunities during the day to keep them occupied 
More opportunities within employment and educational opportunities. 
More organised activities where part of it would be to try and involve young 
people in their community, which would hopefully help them view it in a better 
way. 
More youth places. 
Organised activities Youth club 
Parental guidance and confidence in themselves 
Private land/track where they can ride mountain bikes and dirt bikes, with 
plenty of jumps and hills. A youth club / centre providing social activities and 
groups and a bright cafe where food and drink can be bought at a reasonable 
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price. 

Social facilities - non-alcoholic 
Something to stimulate their minds I think we could do more to help them with 
more things for them to do in the area and to make Sale Moor a brighter area 
Somewhere they can go, with facilities like pool, table tennis, five aside football 
pitches, at affordable costs, most of them unemployed and can't afford gym or 
leisure centre admissions. 
Somewhere to go in the evenings and school breaks. 
Somewhere to go rather than hanging around the streets 
Somewhere to go where they can speak to people privately. 
Teaching them the skills to resist the peer group pressure that so often turns 
potentially good people into bad.    More investment by Trafford Council and 
Trafford Housing Trust in young people. 
There is a need for a full time multi-purpose centre as although Sale Moor has 2 
parks in the winter months it is too cold. 
They need something to encourage them to be the best that they can be not 
just to settle for what is expected because people have an opinion on what they 
will be like because of the area they come from 
Youth club 
Youth club We have a community centre and church going to waste that could 
and should be used for community (our community) and a big park that in the 
summer could be used better too. 
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ADULT LEARNING & TRAINING 
  
28. Do you currently access any courses? If so, please provide detail. 
 
59 people responded to this question “yes” or “no” with 17 comments. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Computer 
Craft course 
Currently studying towards a law degree 
First aid courses 
I attended the Photoshop workshop but I am not eligible for the courses, as have too many 
qualifications??? 
I personally have done many courses which I thank the centre point for 
I.T.   1      and I.T. 2 
IT Level 1, Jobseekers Club, Life Management Skills 
Just finished IT Level 2 did Level 1 last term 
Maths English Connexions 
No x 40 
No but have in past too expensive 
None at present 
Not at the moment  Need to brush up on internet and e-mail  Don't have a computer of my 
own 
University, Business Management at Manchester Met Uni. 
Yes x 2 
Yes - waiting to do maths and English at centre point 
Yes, Active course with probation. 
Yes, at CLC computer course. 
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29. Would you be interested in doing one of the following courses or 
learning a skill? Please circle or mark up to 5 courses. Use the other box if 
you cannot find the appropriate course/skill. 
 
62 people responded to this question highlighting 183 courses. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
I would love to attend some of these courses but as I have qualifications and my husband works I 
am never eligible 
The above activities are crucial to skilling up many members of the community who struggle to 
make progress in society. Giving them a sense of self-worth is key to making progress towards a 
better and more rewarding lifestyle. 
most courses too basic and others have already done e.g. youth and community, first aid, child 
care 
I would very much like to give something back to the younger people of Sale Moor and would like 
to further my experience by being able to participate in courses locally where possible as my time 
is limited with working full time and running my own business as well so if they were local 
travelling time wouldn't be too much of an issue! 
maths, English and many others, most courses are appealing 
Not certain using Facebook, Twitter & Social Media is a skill!! 
Singing, acting, art, media. 
SIA badge course would be for my husband. 
I would also like to learn languages. 
Video editing would be good too 
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30. Where would you like to access courses locally? Please circle or mark 
up to 3 locations. 
 
68 people responded to this question highlighting 110 locations. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Walking distance from home is an issue and bus fares 
unaffordable 
local setting for school as well, no travel 
Locally 
or somewhere close by 
nearer is nicer, more convenient 
(Box ticked, but person didn't specify.) 
Not too bothered if the quality is good 

 
31. We would also like to know if people would be interested in a pay-as-
you-learn model. The majority of courses are no longer funded or free.  We would 
like to develop a system where people pay for each session they attend at a pre-
agreed affordable price rather than in one block (usually £50 for 12 hours of 
learning). This would allow for smaller classes and more individualised learning 
programs. 
 
Would you be interested in Pay-As-You-Learn classes and skill workshops? 
Please comment. 
 
67 people responded “yes” or “no” to this question with 36 comments. 
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As long as it is managed properly and people don't object to subsidising others 
Because learning can raise your self-confidence and help you into a job you want and we should 
all invest more in ourselves. 
Cannot afford. 
Cost is the issue, we can only just afford to eat and keep warm. 
Currently studying towards a law degree 
Depends on the course 
Good idea. 
Happy to pay if the course is of benefit 
Having to pay everything up front makes accessing courses impractical at the moment, as I am 
on benefits. 
I don't mind paying to learn something that can help get a better career. 
I like the idea of smaller classes 
I would pay for the class if I knew it was worth the money. I cannot afford the college courses 
as they are so dear so Â£50 would be acceptable to me 
I'm already employed full time but I think the idea is a good one 
If it was affordable 
If it was something I really wanted to do 
If not too expensive 
If the price was right or free as I am on JSA 
It is more manageable as I have recently launched my own business and bulk payments are 
something I am trying to avoid 

It's easier to find weekly amount rather than in a block, however I or my husband wouldn't pay 
for any of the courses that you have suggested, (apart from photography) 
Money is a major issue & so a large amount is quite often unaffordable & so people give up & 
have what the point mentality. 
My weekly budget only allows a little money spare per week 
No longer have time for more educational needs.  2 jobs, 2 young children and a marriage is 
enough for me 
No requirements for courses.  Do not have sufficient time at the moment - perhaps in the 
future 
Not at the present due to cost, struggling as it is. 
Pay-as-you-learn is a good idea. 
People can’t afford college courses and need support with learning. Taster educational courses 
allow people to access educational classes without the worry of more debt. 
Possibly. 
Provided I could afford it 
Smaller classes are better and paying a smaller amount on a weekly basis is much better than 
having to fork out a larger sum as it might not be convenient at that time. 
Spreads the cost 
The idea is good but would need effective checks that the system isn't abused. PAYG as an opt 
out would be good. 
Well I would be but some people don't have the money 
Would be more formal and private 
Yes as long as it is affordable. 
Yes but unemployed at present 
You will only attract a minority of the community. If we want to make an impact, courses 
should be largely free. 
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HOUSING 
 
Sale Moor has a wide range of properties and some large areas of Trafford Housing 
Trust properties that have recently been invested in. We would like to understand if 
residential and housing needs in Sale Moor are sufficient at present and for the 
future. 
 
32. Is there enough housing available in Sale Moor? 
 
65 people responded “yes” or “no” to this question with 45 comments and 39 issues 
highlighted. 
 

 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
A lot of people have bought social houses, no social housing, not enough new builds 
All the housing has been taken 
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Although Trafford council were fantastic at helping us last year we spent six months living in a two 
bedroom flat which was damp and over crowded. (Section removed for privacy). We had to apply 
for Band P which we only just got through the help of our housing officer and were advised to 
'take the first three bed house that you can even if it is in an area you don't like as properties of 3 
beds+ are REALLY rare'. Most people I know in Sale Moor would need a minimum of a 3 bed house 
and they simply aren't available 
Can take years to get a house, social landlord properties 
Definitely not.  We are not asking for something for nothing, just a decent property to rent which 
is long term.  Its ok renting privately but what happens when the owner decides to terminate, you 
then have to uproot children from schools etc.  You can’t make it your own home as you don't 
know how long you are in it for and there are rental conditions.  A council property is like your 
own home and as long as you are willing to pay for the rent there should be somewhere available.  
My daughter has been renting privately for 3.5 years now without a hope of getting a council 
property despite being in a 2-bedroom house with 2 children of different sexes.  She has been told 
she wouldn't even be considered priority until the children were about 11.  The private rents in the 
area are astronomical too. 
Evidence of long waiting lists, reluctance of builders to proceed with development because of the 
economic situation. Appreciable amounts of house sharing within families. 
I assume so. 
I continually support young people and families who are trying to find housing as new tenants or 
so as to find a larger property to accommodate their growing family.  It is frustrating when smaller 
families are known to be in social housing and do not need all the space they have as children 
have moved out etc. 
I don't know if there is enough. 
I don't really know - we live in a privately owned house 
I don't think the housing are doing enough for the vulnerable people. 
I have no idea but suspect that housing is limited 
I live in private rented house and believe as lived in Sale Moor I should be entitled to stay in Sale 
moor. I am disabled have a child was in a 1 bedroom flat for my needs but when I had my son 
wanted a house with a garden and was told no I would need a flat or bungalow. My life changed 
my priority was as I couldn’t get around much to have a garden for my son to play in I am entitled 
to whatever property I like and the house to be adapted to my needs but to be told a high rise flat 
would be the best option was ridiculous! 
I was on the housing list for 5 years and never offered a property. In the end we decided to rent 
privately 
Just look at Homesearch.com!! 
Lack of affordable housing for people looking to move up the housing ladder 
Looking at todays housing list there are 5 properties available in Sale Moor 2 and 3 bedrooms. 
More housing should be made available to large families. 
Needs more flats as under occupied tenants need to downsize. 
Not enough 1 bedroom properties 
Not enough 4-bed houses. 
Not enough affordable housing 
Not enough affordable housing 
Not enough affordable housing for young people 
Not enough council housing. All the young people have to move out of the community if they want 
a house 
Not housing locals 
Not much space to build as it stands. 
Not sure there is space for any more 
Only at centre point unless you go to Sale to the town hall 
People need housing and the criteria for housing has got so much stricter. No new housing has 
been built to replace the council homes that have been bought lots of people on the waiting lists 
and no chance of affording a house of their own 
Plenty of houses- although land along Northenden Road where there are houses which have been 
abandoned for years could be developed. 
Probably not enough for older people.  Also properties for first time buyers. 
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Right to buy leads to house loss in some cases. Householder should be able to sell house back to 
council rather than repossession so it goes back into stock. 
Roads and infrastructure cannot support more occupants 
Shortage of housing everywhere 
Since the council allowed people to buy their council houses there is not enough affordable social 
housing and people who have grown up in the area are having to move out of the area when they 
leave home which can be a strain when they need the support of their family but they live some 
distance away. 
Surrounding neighbours are living in overcrowded properties. 
The problem with Sale Moor is there is very little land on which to build new homes. 
There is already enough properties in the area but it depends on how many people want to live in 
the area 
There probably is enough just not well organised e.g. single person in 4 bed property     or a 
family of 6+ in a 3 bed 
There seems to be enough housing but not one bedroom properties and the "bedroom tax" makes 
the situation worse. 
There's a national shortage 
Too many people from other areas not locals. 
We definitely need more social housing in the Sale Moor area. The waiting list is so long. 
Yes but where could anyone build? No space need green areas. 

 
33. Does your house/housing meet your needs? What problems are you 
facing? 
 
66 people responded “yes” or “no” to this question with 39 comments. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
At the moment 
At the moment housing meets my needs not facing any problems at present 

At this moment in time yes it does, but in a couple of years time my youngest children will be unable to 
share a bedroom as we are not allowed to have a boy and girl sharing over the age of 8. This will mean 
having my two daughters in a room together, but there is an 11 year age gap between them and teenage 
girls want and need their privacy and young girls need to be able to play freely, so we would be forced to 
consider private housing which is not financially viable at present and so we will end up stuck as my eldest 
daughter will struggle to find herself housing to should she wish to move and stay locally as there is such a 
long list and so many people who come above her in priority bands 
Bedroom Tax need to move to flat. 
Currently renting so get no help regarding find council living accommodation 
Happy privately rented 
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I live in private rented accommodation and pay over the odds for rent. Private rental prices are quite high 
compared to housing trust properties. 
I own my property but I feel for the younger generation that can't afford to buy now and can't afford the 
high private rents.  More and more of them are still living at home. 

It's ok, but I'm looking for a house, as it's more private and it would be good to have our own garden. 
Live at parents 

Luckily we have a large sized house and have had to adapt to fit myself, husband and 4 children. (3 bed). 
Meets my current needs 
Meets my needs - although like everyone it is expensive to upkeep! 
Meets needs. 

My house does not meet my needs, my kitchen is tiny and has nowhere near enough cupboard space. 
My house is fine. 
My needs are met 
My parents house is OK 
Need second bathroom, generally OK in sale Moor though 
No x 4 
No. Require a house 
No I meet the short fall of £100 every 5 weeks to live in my property I’m a single parent on benefit 
No not at all. When you need stuff doing they don't do it fast enough 
No. I have had to rent privately to stay in the local area. I struggle to keep up with the rent, as I am now 
working. 
None 
Only cost of jobs that need doing that the council charge for. 
Over crowded 
The windows even though supposed to be double-glazed are useless and cost a fortune to keep warm at 
the height of winter and can literally see my heat escape. 
Want to downsize 
We have just enough space, it's sweet. 
We need more space - a bigger family home 
We'd like somewhere bigger but will probably be unable to afford it. A grant for a cellar conversion would 
be handy! 
Yes x 21 
Yes - house adapted to my needs 
yes - no particular problems 
yes - no problems 
Yes at the moment. 
Yes but I am in a 3 bedroom and only need 1 bedroom 
yes none 
Yes private  landlord is fantastic 
Yes, facing having to move, help with moving and affording to move which I don't think THT are doing 
enough. 
Yes. No problems at the moment, just one or two problems with the local children. 
Yes. Problem about the radiators. THT to be informed. 
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34. Do you see any current housing issues in Sale Moor or have any future 
concerns? 
 
52 people responded to this question with 64 comments. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
1-person homes need to be re-allocated to free up family houses. 
Affordable housing 
As before, no one bed flats 
As I get older, are there enough bungalows available for the elderly with mobility problems if I 
should need one? 
Bedroom tax 
Damaged gates/fences and rubbish in gardens 
Enough affordable housing 
Eventually yes because quite a lot of people would like to live in Sale Moor. Seems to be quite a lot 
of European residents in Sale Moor. 
Future concern is how are the younger generation going to be able to afford to buy a house in the 
area 
I need to know if anything happens to me I want my daughter (at home) to take over the tenancy. 
It just seems to be getting worse as the years go by. 
Lack of housing as Bedroom Tax pushing people out of homes, where to go, as no flats available 
etc. !! 
Moving people into the neighbourhood who have been evicted from others. 
Need more for everyone 
No x 8 
NO FAMILY HOUSING 
Not enough council housing. All the young people have to move out of the community if they want 
a house 
Not enough houses and the wrong people have the houses. I.e. pensioners instead of families 
Not enough housing, social housing particularly 
Not enough investment in Sale Moor. Trafford Housing Trust needs to build many more houses and 
upgrade present accommodation. 
Not enough social housing 
Not for me but if anything happens and I need to move I would want a house in Sale Moor where 
we are near school, medical services and parents, friends for support. My son also disabled 
Not really nope. 
Not sure there are any places for young people to move into 
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Overcrowding increased rents. 
People may have to move out the area, as affordable housing becomes more scarce and housing 
options criteria become more strict. 
People that being moved on to the estate, crime rate have been on an increase lately. 
Probably not enough for older people.  Also properties for first time buyers. 
Rents are too high in private rentable market 
Sale Moor has improved a lot over the years and as many other housing estates do have small 
minorities of trouble causers and others that just don’t take pride in the way there houses look, it 
seems that more and more people from outside Sale Moor are being moved in they are obviously 
not going to be more caring about our area. 
Shortage everywhere 
The area has people moving in that are undesirable. 
The bedroom tax. 
The street design in the social housing areas does not allow for the current level of car ownership. 
This is a problem that will only get worse. 
There is not enough affordable housing which may result in the majority of the population being 
older rather than young families which will affect the schools and services on offer. 
To stay where I am long term 
Too many council houses have been bought 
Too many people seeking 1 bedroom properties 
When I leave home I will probably have to leave the area 
Yes x 2 
Yes Very much against bedroom tax 
Yes that local people will find it hard to stay in the area as the get older and the price of rents; 
social and private are just too high. 
Yes, allowing people to actually get a house and not having to wait 3 years 
Young parents unable to get housing.  Overcrowding in family homes 

 
35. Do you plan to stay in the Sale Moor area? 
 
69 people responded “yes” or “no” to this question with 45 comments. 
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Comments 
 
2 daughters live in Sale 
Because I think Sale Moor is a lovely place to live and bring up a family. 
But not bothered if housing occurs in wider area 
But will move to an area within Trafford council 
Good schools good area 
Has a nice community feel to it 
Have always lived in Sale and Sale Moor is an OK place to live 
Have lived here for 26 years and don't intend to leave the area. 
I am happy here I love the area and my house and have some lovely neighbours 

I am only here to look after my (Removed for privacy); I have no roots or friends here. 
I am very happy living here. 
I enjoy the neighbourhood I live in, as it is very friendly and everyone helps each other out if 
you have any problems. I have very good shops near to me i.e. Nisa and Rowlands Pharmacy. 
Also a good doctor and bus stop nearby. 
I find Sale Moor a particularly stuck area and a depressing what’s the point mentality with 
drink & drugs prevalent. 
I have lived here for 9 1/2 years and enjoy living in the community 
I have lived in Sale Moor all my life. We have seen a lot of changes over the years, but can be 
improved. 
I have lived in Sale Moor for over 20 years and love the area and have seen lots of 
improvements over the years in the area. 
I have lived on the estate for 11 years and I found many things I like doing 
I think Sale Moor is a great area but cost of living means moving to an area where you can 
get more for your money. 
I will need to move house in the coming years to get a bigger house. This area is unlikely to 
offer the size of house (4 bed) I am looking for. 
I would like to be able to view the 'Home Snapper' website without having to sign up first. 
I would like to stay in Sale Moor if poss, but it depends where I can find a house. 
If possible, but think it doesn't matter long one has lived here, don't think they literally care. 

I’m always in and out of the area 
It I can afford to 
It is a nice place to live. 
It is important for our children to be settled and feel secure and so I would not want them to 
have the upheaval of moving away from family and friends and having to re adjust to a new 
area new school etc. 
LIKE THE AREA 
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Lived here all my life no intention of moving 
Lived in Sale Moor all my life on the whole a really nice area to live accessible for all 
motorways, places schools are good plenty of shops 

Love the village, easy access to motorway, Trafford Centre, airport. 
Love where I live 
My children attend school in the area and it is a nice area to live. 
My wife was born and bread in Sale Moor and enjoys the area.  But if I had the financial 
means would move to a better area. 

No plans to move 
No properties in local are and I don't know Partington ? 
Only young and would like to see different places 
Or sale generally 
Sale Moor village has a good selection shops and although no supermarket is there, there is 
an excellent bus service. The people are friendly and I like living here. 
There are 4 generations of my family within 5 minutes of each other 

Trying my best 
Unfortunately I have no choice at the moment, not impressed with the way older members of 
the youth treat the community. 
Would like to downsize but would stay in Sale Moor area if house available, but house is 
privately owned 
Would like to stay but feel that will not be possible as private rent extortionate and no council 
houses/flats available 
Would like to stay in Sale as a whole 
Yes, but if I win the lottery I will move. 
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ECONOMIC 
We can collect a lot of economic information about Sale Moor from the 2011 Census 
including average earnings, employment rates and job class. We would like to 
understand what local people do when they have financial difficulties and if they 
know of services available locally. 
 
36. Are you? 
 
79 people responded to this question with 99 total responses. 
 
79 FIRST RESPONSES,  

 
 
99 TOTAL RESPONSES 

 
 
Comments 
 
Husband part time employed 
Disabled 
Volunteer related training 
At school 
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I was made redundant and am looking for work. 
Disability 

 
 
37. Do you have a personal bank account? 
 
79 people responded “yes” or “no” to this question. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Use my partners 
Not giving my bank details out 
Opened when I was 11 
Need a bank account 

 
38. What financial problems face you at home or you think are likely to 
affect you in the near future? 
 
47 people responded to this question highlighting 72 issues. 
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Comments 
 
Affording everyday bills like utilities. 
Affording to run my home and doing much necessary repairs, as it is not a 
council property so there doesn’t seem to be help. 
Bedroom tax 
Benefit cuts 
Bills rising faster than benefits/income 
Costs keep rising - electric and gas but hopefully nothing 
Debt management - trying to keep on top of bills 
Due to family situation and no maintenance being paid it affects all the bills in 
my household. This causes stress both financially and mentally. 
Fuel prices rising, food costs rising, income still the same 
Going blind in the near future. 
High cost of living - hard to maintain increase in costs against the same wage. 
If I'm unable to find a new job I'll probably fall into debt. I also have to find a 
job that pays enough to cover my outgoings and childcare - there aren't that 
many of these! 
I’m already on a tight budget as being a single lone parent family it for ever 
seems that any spare cash is used and with the cost of living continues to rise 
Inflation of prices but not benefits 
Just making ends meet 
Keeping out of the overdraft - cost of living goes up but the wages go down! 
Lack of cash/earnings 
Less work more debt 
Living hand to mouth and having a pay-as-you-go meter for gas and elec. 
They are BOBBINS!!!!! (Where we last lived, I paid by direct debit and it was 
far cheaper and the utilities never got cut off suddenly if I forgot to top up my 
payment cards). 
My household income is below the poverty threshold, I can no longer afford to 
run a car, which affects my job prospects, and with the cost of fuel and food 
constantly rising I am finding it increasingly difficult to feed my family and 
keep warm. 
My husband and father are self employed on low income due to recession and 
we cannot get any financial help with anything 
No banks in Sale Moor 
No one has enough money 
No work 
Not able to save for own house 
Not being able to pay the mortgage off.  Increase in cost of living not matched 
by wage 
Not enough money to live on so cannot save 
Not enough work over the Christmas period 
Not enough work sop struggling to pay bills and spend on leisure 
Paying rent, paying bills, eating, and basic living!! 
Poor pension outcomes - 
Providing financial help to my children and grandchildren, 
Reduction of income and finding it hard to find employment and lack of help 
from job centre Stretford. 
Rent: not being able to cover it. Loss of work. 
Rise in gas/electric and general cost of living. 
Rising costs and the new introduction of extra bedrooms which from next year 
I will have to pay for loss of benefits for people who genuinely can't work 
Rising costs of living, but no wage rise to keep up with those costs. 
Rising energy costs 
Rising energy costs I can no longer budget. 
Same as most people hand to mouth 
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Some debts 
Surviving on the state pension 
The cost of living is constantly increasing and this year I have found especially 
that as people suffer as a result of the recession that money becomes harder 
to earn, I have faced cut backs to my wages and commissions and have also 
been at threat of redundancy 
The rising costs of household bills. 
Utility bills are far too high. 
With retirement imminent, will I have enough to live on? 
Yes, money problems. 

 
39. What financial problems do you see affecting people in Sale Moor? 
 
56 people responded to this question with 77 issues highlighted. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Affordable housing to rent or buy 
As above 
As above no employment 
As above regarding low income and vulnerable families. 
As above. Also rent and bedroom tax. 
Bedroom Tax 
Being out of work 
Benefit cuts 
Cost of living 
Cost of living 
Debt - hardship No money - either heat or eat 
Debt, owing to unemployment and benefits cuts. People turning to pay 
day loans or door step lenders, charging criminal interest. 
Don't know. 
Electric and gas. Energy bills. 
Employment issues. 
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Everyone scrimping an SAVING TOGETHER 
Friends often don't have money to do activities because parents are skint 
Huge debt and possible eviction due to not paying rent.... etc. 
If people get some help it will alleviate financial problems 
Inflation not matching wages and benefits 
Lack of work leading to more debt and borrowing money! 
Loss of work. 
Lower benefits, poor job prospects, low paid jobs - less money available 
for essentials 
Many will have the problem of rent or mortgage repayments going up, the 
cost of living going up and salaries not keeping up with inflation. This will 
cause problems. 
Massive problems Changes to benefits Community changes Workplace 
assessments Etc. 
Much the same but poverty seems to be more widespread generally 
No jobs, no money, no housing 
None seen 
None. 
Not being able to afford the bills. 
Not being able to pay for food/bills 
Not enough 'free to use' cash machines 
Not having any especially those of us on benefit   more rioting maybe 
Nothing specific to Sale Moor 
People not able to pay rent or have enough money to buy food, gas and 
electric 
People spending to much on their kids 
People turning to drink/drugs as a way to escape reality. 
Poverty 
Poverty 
Poverty in general. 
Problems when the new benefits system is introduced, and the changes in 
housing and disability benefits. This will hit the poorest the hardest. 
Rent, council tax cant pay or wont pay gas and electric 
Rise in cost of basic foodstuffs 
Rising bills. 
Rising bills. 
Rising costs in household bills, the bedroom tax and the universal credit. 
Rising housing and food costs 
Spending their dole money on alcohol and other pointless crap. 
The cost of living will continue to increase and there are not the jobs 
around to offer increased income and people will fall in to debt the area 
will become run down and it turns into a vicious circle of borrowing and 
inability to pay back and so as they fall deeper in to debt their concern for 
the area around them will decrease and the area and community will 
suffer as a whole 
The extra rooms housing scheme, making people move. 
There are parts of the area that are quite affluent and other parts that are 
living in poverty. 
There is not enough work for people in the area. 
There will be problems with people on benefits 
Too few jobs 
Unemployment, difficulty in keeping a job because of firms closing down, 
withdrawal of benefits. 
Unemployment. Low pay 
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40. If you needed to borrow money where would you go? 
 
67 people responded to this question with 92 responses. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
None 
I wouldn't borrow money 
Wouldn't borrow 
DWP are stopping Social Fund loans which were 
convenient. 
None. 
Job centre, Provident. 
Nowhere 
No one 
Yes. 
I try not to get into debt and borrow if I can help 
it. 

 
Because I am unemployed so I cannot borrow from the bank but I am not yet 
desperate enough to pay extortionate APR rates. 
But not always so would do without. 
Don't need to borrow money at present If and when credit union 
Don’t have to pay interest. I don’t borrow money and don’t lend money am very 
sensible 
Fair, economical and safe way to borrow 
Having worked in the financial industry I am fully aware of the dangers of pay 
day lenders and the extortionate APR's so would avoid them where possible 
I do not go into debt 
I have had 3 loans from the Credit Union it's great!! 
I've been a member of the local credit union for 7 years and find it an excellent 
savings and loan scheme. 
It’s the obvious place to go if you are working full time but friends and family if 
not working. 
Love the credit union - hate the doorstep lenders who mess up families and make 
money off people who really don't understand the system of borrowing 
Most secure option 
No interest 
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No interest / paperwork 
Only person I've been able to turn to is my young daughter which at times gives 
me a complex and embarrassment.    I don't talk to my daughter! 
Others not an option! 
Secure and reliable. 
We have credit union account and good relations with our bank. 
Would never use pay day or doorstep lenders or- consider them loan sharks who 
prey on the vulnerable looked into the credit union as an investor rather than 
borrower but was not possible at that time - they were just interested in people 
who wanted to borrow use bank for long term loans as I have the credit history 
for it and means to pay back without issue.   Short term I would borrow from 
family if needed. 
Wouldn't ask anyone. 

 
41. Who would you go to for advice on financial problems? 
 
60 people responded to this question with 71 issues highlighted. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
? 
A Financial Advisor. 
Bank 
Bank 
Bank 
Banks, friends 
C.A.B. 
C.A.B. 
C.A.B. National Debtline (non profit organisation). 
CAB 
Cab 
CAB 
CAB 
CAB do help but also pass you around. 
CAB or CAP (Christians against Poverty) 
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Citizens advice 
Citizens advice 
Citizens Advice 
Citizens Advice, Sale. 
Citizens advice. 
Citizens advice. 
don't know 
Don't know 
Don't know where to go. 
Don't know. 
family 
Family 
Family 
Family 
Family 
Family or CAB. 
Family or the bank, or even the CAB 
Financial adviser 
Financial advisor and the bank  internet 
friend 
Friends and family 
Friends and family. 
Friends or family 
Friends/ family or bank 
FTSA 
I don't know of anywhere 
If an issue with bills then I would go to the supplier first and negotiate alternatively citizens advice or would 
search on the internet for free advice 
Job centre 
Look on websites or CAB 
money expert.com 
my bank 
My dad or cab 
My mate 
no one 
no one 
Nobody. 
online 
Parents 
Sale Moor Community Partnership. 
smcp 
Someone who has faced these problems before 
Talk to family 
the bank 
the web 
Trafford have a financial advisor 
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42. Are you aware of local services such as the Sale Moor Credit Union? 
 
79 people responded “yes” or “no” to this question. 
 

 
 
 
Any comments? 
 
Aware of the one at SMCP, and needed on estates like Sale Moor 
No I was not 
No, Any info. 
Not properly 
Seen adverts but don't know when. 
Yes      Good idea to save. Better than loan sharks. Quite easily 
accessible 
Yes    needs more publicity 
Yes  Co-manager there 
Yes Don’t know much about it 
Yes - much needed service 
Yes - very good idea 
Yes I am a member 
Yes I am aware of it but have not found out how it works yet. 
Yes, I was recently informed about this service. 
Yes. Because a friend told me. 
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SAFETY 
Recorded crime in Sale Moor has decreased steadily in the last few years and we 
would like to see this continue. We would like to understand the crimes that have 
the most impact on you and your family’s life and how the community can work 
with the Police to make Sale Moor an even safer place to live. 
 
43. Do you feel safe in your Home? 
 
82 people responded to this question. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Always frightened of people knocking on the door. 
Could be safer. 
Fairly 
fairly safe 
Having been the victim of burglary you never really recover that sense of safety. 
I do at the moment. 
Most of the time 
Most of the time 
Mostly 
Mostly 
Mostly but have been broken into 4 times but not recently 
No. 
Reasonably 
Reasonably 
very 
When no one prowls in the garden. 
Yeah, not been robbed for like 3 years. 
Yes x 58 
yes - live in an apartment block. 
Yes and no 
yes but I would feel safer if the police patrols went back to being more regular 
Yes but previous experience means I am cautious. 
Yes DOG 
Yes I think so. 
yes, but criminal damage is an issue, more police presence would help in the 
evenings, only seems to be in the day. 
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44. Do you feel safe in your Street? 
 
81 people responded to this question. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
? 
Could be safer. 
Depends on the day 
if criminal damage stops yes 
In the main as we have good neighbours, would be more careful at night though. 
mine, yes 
Most of the time 
Mostly 
Mostly although I do worry about drivers speeding. 
mostly yes - get cross about drivers who drive too fast and the occasional quad or off road 
bike that think it is ok to speed everywhere 
Not after dark 
Not bad, but don't feel safe with the kids on the park. 
Reasonably 
So, so. 
Sometimes. 
The majority of the time yes 
Yeah I've not been mugged yet. 
Yes x 57 
Yes - no problems 
Yes and no - more or better street lights 
Yes and no because you never know what’s around the corner 
Yes Don't go out after dark 
Yes I Think so 
Yes mostly 
Yes, most residents are known to each other, everyone looks out for one another 
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45. Do you feel safe in Sale Moor? 
 
82 people responded to this question. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
90% 
at times it can feel unsafe when there are youths hanging around although this has 
noticeably decreased over the past few years. 
Depends on the time and if I am with someone else. 
Fairly safe 
gangs make me feel unsafe 
Generally yes, wouldn’t walk about at midnight 
In the dark won't go to far, applies to other places. 
less so 
mainly 
most of it. 
Most of the time - weekends and late at night there are dubious characters around 
Mostly x 3 
Need to be careful late on and when its dark 
No 
Some of the time 
Sometimes. 
Sometimes. 
Usually, but on occasion I would be wary of being out alone too late especially over 
the weekends 
Would not go out at night time. 
Yeah, no dangerous things seem to happen anymore. 
Yes x 55 
yes - except when walking at night in darker places/alleys so I avoid them where 
possible 
Yes and no, people just don't know what to expect 
Yes but keep aware all time 
Yes mostly 
Yes, sometimes wary. 
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46. Do you feel the police and other agencies are dealing with the issues 
that matter to you? Please comment on what those issues are. 
 
64 people responded to this question highlighting 28 issues. 

 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
? 
AFAIK 
As the best they can. 
Burglary, drugs and violence against people appear to being dealt with as an 
issue by the police 
Completely satisfied with the Performance of the Sale Neighbourhood Policing 
Team. 
Don't chat to them. 
Don't have any issues 
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Have spoke to PCSO's. 
I don't think the police have enough power or respect to be able to deal with 
anti-social behaviour or threatening behaviour 
I feel they do all they can. working with young people and the elderly 
I have not had a need for them so assume they are doing a great job! 
I haven't had cause to involve the police in any issues in our area recently nor 
any other service but I am fairly confident that they have issues such as 
antisocial behaviour etc. covered very well. When we have had cause to involve 
the police a few years back when my daughter was attacked by other pupils 
outside of school they dealt with the matter very well. 
I think the police should get more involved in local issues. 
I think they let people get away with petty crimes such as littering, dog fouling, 
parking on corners and parking on pavements. Then because people get away 
with these petty crimes they sometimes  go on to commit slightly more serious 
crimes and also have little respect for authority. 
incivility, burglary.  Agencies have their own agenda 
Maybe 
No x 2 
No  Domestic abuse. 
no issues 
no particular issues to deal with 
No spend too much time on irrelevant matters and insufficient time catching 
thieves and vandals 
No, nuisance noise in the summer is my only issue, I phoned the police and 
they can't do anything,  WHY!! 
Not always 
not aware of any 
not enough policing in the evenings 
Not enough. 
Not sure but PCSO SEEM TO BE OK 
Police seems to be seen more frequently but still not enough. Teenagers still 
hang around in park/bus stops and shops as they have nowhere else to go 
Probably, assume they do 
Road Crossings are not respected by drivers    not a crime but dog users do not 
clear up after their dogs 
Sometimes the police think young men are the problem without asking 
questions first. 
The Police and PCSO's do a very good job 
there have been an increase in burglaries - need more police presence 
they a but not vigourously enough 
Within the limits of their resources.  Anti-social neighbours and drugs. 
would like to see more pcso's walking about as this seems to have lessened 
Yes x 17 
Yes  - anti social behaviour, drinking in local areas, burglary, car theft 
Yes  Had problems with nest door neighbours but they are quieter recently 
Yes  There is a presence. Wish it was greater. 
yes - have no issues 
Yes - the police play an important role in our community 
Yes but not enough of them 
yes seem to be 
Yes-can frequently see police presence 
Yes. Drug crime and burglaries have decreased in the area. 
Yes. General community issues. 
Yes. There are community officers with a high profile and the police have 
targeted areas and known people to try to make Sale Moor a safe place. 
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47. What offences are you most concerned will affect you? 
 
64 people responded to this question highlighting 91 offences. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Above - I cross Old Hall road at least twice a day and cars do not stop 
all of the above 
Anti Social Behaviour x 4 
As above. 
Assault 
Assault 
assault and mugging 
Being attacked  Burglary 
Being attacked 
break in 
Burglary 
Burglary, attack on street. 
BURGLARY 
Burglary 
burglary  anti social behaviour 
Burglary and ASB. 
Burglary and damage to my car. My home was burgled 4 years ago and still worry about 
going out and leaving my home empty although the crime happened while I was out. 
Burglary and homeless people trying to steal from you 
Burglary, attacked as I walk around  at night. 
Burglary, car crime. 
Burglary, vandalism, anti social behaviour, dangerous driving. 
Burglary x 4 
Burglary.  Getting attacked. 
Burglaries and car crime. 
Burglary and being randomly attacked in the street by someone either drunk or high on 
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drugs 
criminal damage 
Cycle theft. 
Dangerous driving on pavements, Whitehall Rd, Woodbourne Road 
disability crime 
Drug dealing  Thefts 
Drug users 
Drug users. 
Drugs 
Drugs 
Getting robbed 
House breaking 
House burglaries and car crimes 
I am worried that increasingly I am aware of drugs issues locally and that they will occur 
closer to my home. It will never be eradicated completely but I would rather I not be 
aware that it does happen 
incivility, burglary. 
Mugged, assaulted, burgled 
Mugging  Violent attack 
Mugging and burglary 
Neighbour nuisance 
no concerns really but I suppose burglary or, as a woman, being attacked are vaguely 
possible 
No except dog poo 
People coming up to me and asking for money and cigarettes. 
Robbery 
Robbery. 
see above 
see previous answer 
Street assault, being burgled, conned. 
theft 
Theft 
Theft - I walk everywhere and do feel concerned about opportunists 
Theft. 
violence    internet hacking 
Violent crime 
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48. Have you been the victim of a crime in the past two years? (Please tell 
us the type of crime; we do not need the details)   
 
74 people responded to this question with 18 detailed responses. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Anti-social behaviour from neighbours next door 
Assault 
Assaulted in sale 
Burglary. 
Burgled 
Criminal damage 
Fortunately no 
Have been threatened, but not attacked. 
Neighbour nuisance (noise & threats) 
No x 51 
No-luckily 
No. But I witnessed a burglary and an assault once 
Not a victim as such. Reported neighbour for excessive   noise after midnight. Police dealt with it 
Not in the past 2 years 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes    Had my front door bashed in while I was in but discovered they had got the wrong property. Got 
£250 for damages 
Yes fraud and   violent verbal abuse 
Yes I was verbally threatened and reported the incident. It was dealt with promptly although I didn't feel 
entirely happy with the outcome but felt it would not be beneficial to pursue the matter and one more than 
one occasion was advised it would be a fruitless exercise which a lot of people seem to feel is the case 
Yes, my son had his bike robbed he only had it for 2 weeks. 
Yes, Son had bike stolen from my garden. General community issues 
Yes. 
Yes. A knife assault on (Edited for privacy). Also my daughter bitten by dog. 
Yes. Neighbour harassment at a previous property. 
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49. How likely would you be to report a suspected crime or criminal 
activity and who to? 
 
74 people responded to this question with 63 responses. 
 

 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
A local officer 
Depends on how serious and if I though the police would be bothered to act as well. 
Depends on the offence  Depends if putting myself in danger 
Depends on the situation, probably step in if it was someone I knew 
Fairly confident 
GMP 
Have a friend I the police force. Would talk to him if not an emergency. 
I like to keep my head down 
I would always report a crime to the police 
I would be likely to report a suspected crime to my local Community Support Officer. 
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I would call Crimestoppers or local police - dependant on the crime 
I would contact the police straight away 
I would notify the police 
I would report it straight away and probably to the police. 
I would report it to the police 
I would report to the police 
If an emergency I would phone police. Anything else I use the reporting number for the 
police 
If I saw a crime, I would try and get the police, if I could. 
If it had directly affected me I would have no hesitation in reporting the incident to the 
police 
It is not safe to report anyone as it will come back on you 
Likely and to the police. 
Local Police on 865-5050. No if non-emergency. 
most likely police 
Not at all 
Not likely. 
Not really unless really serious - nothing gets done about it 
Phone 999 depending on emergency. 
phone police 
Police x 5 
Police and yes would report if was a threat to family 
Police but don't think ANY follow up 
Police, Council. 
Quite likely (police) 
the police 
The police or help from the community 
To the police 
Unless it was directly concerning myself or my family I would prefer not to be involved 
Very - to the police 
Very likely x 2 
very likely - have done twice in the last year or so - directly to police in one instance and 
directly to the local council in another  depends on the circumstances. 
Very likely – police 
Very likely - to the police 
very likely 999 or 111 
Very likely and the police. 
Very likely and to relevant sources. 
Very likely and to the police. 
Very likely the Police. 
very likely to contact appropriate authority 
Very likely to report to the police 
Very likely, the police. 
Very likely, Local police line for non-emergency 
Very: to the police or council, depending on the situation. 
would always report to police and also notify local homewatch scheme 
Would depend on the circumstances but would report to police 
would report to Police 
Would tell parents or youth workers 
Wouldn't because of repercussions. 
Wouldn't. Reported one once but when I was harassed for it the police didn't want to know 
so I keep myself to myself 
Yes x 3 
yes - police 
Yes and to the police. 
Yes but depends on how much of an emergency. 
Yes every time to the police, community police 
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Yes I would complain to the police and council 
Yes I would report and to the police. 
Yes to the police. 
Yes. Police and Community Support Officers. 

 
50. Are you confident in the ability of the Police to meet your needs?  
Please rate 1 for not at all and up to 10 for meeting all your needs. 
 
75 people responded to this question with an average score of 6.64. 
 

 
 
51. Do you see the police and community support officers in your 
community?  
 
81 people responded “yes” or “no” to this question. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
all the time 
At work 
but not as much as we used to 
But not often and they tend to be self-absorbed (talking to one another rather than actively 
outgoing) 
But they are usually there for a reason (robbery or arrest). 
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During the day, sometimes. Not at night. 
Everyday 
have seen PCSOs maybe 2-3 times per year 
I do see community officers walking about at daytime, never see anyone at night. 
I saw 2 today when the secondary school children were coming out. 
Keep up the good work 
Last year there were police in the community but not seen any this year 
mainly in sale, but have seen them in the local area 
Never. 
Not in winter months? Yes to summer cycling. 
Not very often 
not very often but sometimes see them walking down the road 
Occasionally x 3 
On bikes and in vans 
On the increase at more recent times. 
only in the day, not regular enough, and not at evenings 
Police Community Support Officers are key to good Neighbourhood Policing. They are on the 
beat and have much contact with the community. This enables them to pick up useful 
information which can lead to crime reduction. 
See regularly passing 
Sometimes x 3 
The PCSO's are often in my area 
The reduction in police numbers is bound to change the way they currently work.  
Neighbourhood policing has transformed Sale Moor, many people now think the police are on 
their side. 
They are very friendly and approachable. 
to demonstrate how infrequently we see any PCSOs when I did see a policeman walking in our 
street I stopped him and asked him why he was there! 
very rarely as I go to work early out of the area and return late in the evening 
We see the police regularly driving round Sale Moor but usually they are the armed vans and 
look as if they are on their way to raids. We only see the police in the instance they are 
responding to a call or carrying out a raid they are not seen out and about on patrol 
Yes, in the daytime. Never in the night time. 

 
52. Do you see council safety teams and other agencies in your 
community? 
 
76 people responded “yes” or “no” to this question. 
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Comments 
 
don't even know what these are 
I have lived in Sale Moor nearly all my life and have never seen any safety teams in my 
community 
I wasn't even aware they existed 
never 
Never heard of council safety teams 
No idea there were any 
occasionally 
Possibly wouldn't know what I was looking for. 
Sometimes, once in a blue moon 
Traffic wardens by the shedful 
Trafford Environmental Enforcement Teams are in evidence dealing with littering and dog 
fouling. 
very rarely 
Video Surveillance Unit 
Video unit occasionally 
What are they? 
what do they do? 
who are they 
Who are they 
Who or what are they?!!! And why don't we ever see them, if they exist? 

 
53. What do you think makes people commit common criminal offences? 
 
74 people responded to this question with 165 issues highlighted. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
bad upbringing or friends (peer pressure) 
because they can get away with it ?  bad behaviour probs personality disorders  silent 
consent i.e. no one speaks out /protests at time 
Being bored 
Bit of extra cash or maybe they are bored with their meaningless lives. 
Boredom 
Boredom  Lack of education  Peer pressure  Also financial difficulty can make people 
desperate 
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Boredom  Lack of immediate money 
Boredom  Poverty  Lack of respect 
Boredom alcohol debt 
Boredom and lack of money 
boredom and money problems 
Boredom and poverty 
boredom lack of money 
Boredom, greed or wanting what they can't have, peer-pressure, frustration and anger and 
lack of a sense of self-worth/respect. 
Boredom, hopelessness, lack of finance, lack of self interest & community 
Boredom, need for money, drink or drugs. 
Boredom, poverty, drugs 
Boredom, poverty. 
BOREDOM, SHORTAGE OF MONEY. 
could be a range of things. need money? problems at home? copying parents/friends? 
bored? think they have no other choice? 
Drug and alcohol abuse  Boredom  Lack of empathy 
Drugs  Alcohol  Boredom 
Drugs, drink, boredom, no job, no money. 
Drugs, unemployment 
economic deprivation and/or upbringing 
Everyone deserves a second chance. 
Frustration  Boredom  Drink  Drugs  No money 
Fun  Boredom  They want something so just take it 
Greed 
Greed, Debt, Lack of respect for other people's property. Unemployment. 
Greed, peer pressure, not having the right values on good/bad 
Having no money and drink and drug related. 
Having no money or no support. 
I would say boredom, nothing to do but attention seeking 
ignorance & poverty 
lack of direction, mental health, poor role models when growing up, family breakdown, 
addiction 
Lack of intelligence, boredom 
Lack of money 
Lack of money and respect for others 
lack of money lack of jobs substance abuse 
Lack of money, trying to fit in with a crowd. 
Lack of money. 
Lack of money. Drug habit. 

Lack of respect and pride in their community and themselves. Necessity, for money etc. 
Lack of respect for other people and their property.  Drug addiction ? 
mainly money 
Money 
money problems 
Need money 
Need to feed a drug habit. 

Need to provide for their families or themselves, to maintain drink/drug habits, a certain 
number of people do it because they have become associated with criminals. 
No job, no money, no prospects 
No money  No work 
no money ?  alcohol\drug abuse 
No money. 
No work, boredom. 
Not enough to do. 
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Nothing to do. 
opportunity - if homeowners or individuals are not careful to keep their homes or 
belongings safe, secured etc. then some individuals will take advantage and help 
themselves.  Some individuals have selfish self-centred approach in life and commit crimes 
for their own financial benefit as it is easier than being honest.  They view it as an 'us and 
them' situation.  Others commit crimes to support a substance abuse habit.    Others have 
self control issues - e.g. anger, jealousy, or an inability to express themselves verbally 
(perhaps due to limited education) and so can be violent/verbally abusive.    Lots of 
reasons really. 
People on bikes and riding on the pavement, boredom, money needs, parents. 
people want things now and if they cant afford it they take it. 
Poverty 
Poverty 
Poverty  Disrespect  Boredom  Lack of intelligence 
poverty  drugs 
Poverty and lack of opportunities to work. 
Poverty, boredom, lack of moral value 
Poverty, uneducated youth , addiction. 
Poverty. Addiction. 
Substance Misuse and not being able to break the cycle, lack of education, difficulty in 
finding work, lack of support in prison/probation. Stigmatisation 
The need for money and boredom. 
They are on drugs 
They want what others have and they haven't got  for profit   under the influence of 
drugs/alcohol  too feed their children  to live 
Young people - peer pressure, boredom    Adults - money, drugs 

 
54. What do you think residents can do to lessen local crime? 
 
68 people responded to this question with 86 issues highlighted. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
? 
Be aware 
Be aware and alert at all times. 
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Be more vigilant about safety  Stand up to anyone disrespecting people/property 
Be more vigilant and report crime. 
Be more vigilant, be prepared to challenge people who are behaving in a disrespectful way. 
Be vigilant, neighbourhood watch. 
be vigilant - lock doors and windows  report crime 
Be vigilant.  Homewatch. 
Come together, get inspired show a way to progress for hope. 
communicate work and live as a team 
don’t advertise your possessions to anyone 
Encourage a community atmosphere 
Get a dog 
Get them more involved in the community area 
Help people in their community become part of a unit. Give them a sense of unity. Highlight 
those who are deviant and commit crime, make them repay their debt after a custodial 
sentence by helping those they affected where appropriate 
Help when instances occur. 
Home - ensure they have a security system, proper locks on doors and windows and take 
precautions when leaving the property for a period of time  Personal safety - don't take silly 
risks at night, don't flash their belongings in public - behave properly/respectfully/politely so 
that they don't cause/exacerbate situations; report suspicious activity, view the police as their 
help/support and not the enemy; stop protecting family/friends who engage in criminal activity 
Home Watch. 
homewatch scheme 
Homewatch schemes & looking out for each other. Keeping doors and windows locked at all 
times. Keeping car keys out of view. 
it should not be down to residents 
Keep belongings locked safely, alarm systems on houses windows locked. 
Keep doors and windows locked and keep tools locked up in sheds etc. 
Keep everything locked up and don't go around causing trouble. 
Keep other informed. 
Keep their belongings and family safe and secure 
Keep vigil 
Keep watch and complain to police or council 
Keep windows and doors secured, valuables out of sight and look out for each other mostly the 
most vulnerable. 
keep windows and doors shut have security lights front and back of home keep gates shut 
Keeping an eye and reporting, mentoring schemes for offenders 
lock doors/windows, keep valuables out of sight. Be aware that anyone can be the victim of 
crime so take steps to reduce the chance of this happening. 
Look after there own 
look out for each other 
Look out for one another 
Make sure all their belongings are secure. 
Make sure their property is secure 
Make sure they follow the guidelines by crime prevention and not make it easy for the criminal 
More vigilant and report 
neighbourhood watch parents not letting their kids out late and knowing where they are 
Nothing x 2 
police surgeries 
Poverty, boredom, bad choices with mates 
promote a better society. 
Put what they can into the young people around them and turn to people for help when they 
need it and neighbourhood watch 
Report all crime regardless 
Report crime 
Report everything. 
Report in 
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Report instances to the police 
Report it and form neighbourhood watch schemes 
Report it to the Police. 
Report it. X 3 
Report things - feel protected by the police when reporting 
Report things to Police or PCSO's 
Report what they see instead of ignoring the issue 
Reporting to the police. 
Security. Education on crime awareness. 
speak out about it when it happens - don't hide or give up reporting it 
Stick together and come out and help when instances occur. 
Stick together more and keep it quiet. 
Support local schemes to reduce crime 
Take precautions as advised by police, lock doors, windows, fit security devices. 
Use the police to gain advice and help protect your home 

 
55. What help would you need? 
 
35 people responded to this question with 32 issues highlighted. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Advice on how to do so 
Assurance that if I need someone that they are there but cuts in policing could make me feel 
vulnerable. 
At this time nothing 
Back up from people around/police/council 
better lighting outside properties, and police presence in the evenings 
better systems and education 
Community meetings to share problems with neighbours, help identify problem areas. Safety 
advice for the home. 
Crime prevention. 
Doesn't make sense at all this question. 
Everybody else to feel the same!! 
Everyone to play their part. 
Fitting the locks e.g. chain on door. 
I do not have requirements for help at the moment 
Machine gun. 
more neighbourhood watch 
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More police on foot 
More police on the streets 
No 
none in particular 
None x 4 
Secure reporting methods so people cant be identified 
Someone to help and more support. 
Support and anonymity. 
Support from friends and neighbours. 
Support from others around me. 
Support of Mums and Dads 
Support of others. 
The back up, support and advice of the local PCSO's, police and council. 
THT 
vigilantes 
We need for those people who want a closer community to come together and have the 
chance to express their requirements and desires, but this needs to be across the board and 
include all ages not just those of specific ages, genders or employment status 
you are worried that the perpetrator knows who you are and could be a backlash to this 
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LOCAL ENVIRONMENT 
We would like to understand the issues that affect your local environment from 
your home to the whole of Sale Moor. This may mean repeating answers you have 
previously given in other sections but we would like you to prioritise your main 
issues. 
 
56. What is the most important issue in your local environment when you 
consider your House and its immediate surroundings? 
 
60 people responded to this question highlighting 64 issues. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
A sense of pride, cleanliness. 
Aesthetically - uneven pavements that are hazardous and unsightly and litter, mainly from 
school children 
Again safety. 
Anti social behaviour 
Anti social behaviour. 
Clean streets, slower traffic 
Cleanliness Green space 
Cleanliness of the outside space.  Adequate lighting.  Dealing effectively with those who 
allow their dogs to foul. 
Clearly there are several dog owners in the area who think it's acceptable to let their dogs 
foul the pavements, then not clean up the mess, or simply who do not care. Although I am 
a dog lover myself, I believe it is the owner's responsibility to ensure their dogs don't affect 
other people. As the mother of a baby, I frequently find myself having to clean dog dirt 
from the wheels of my pram. If I'm lucky I spot it before I wheel the pram into the house. 
It seems virtually impossible to walk down Northenden Road without encountering this 
mess. Worse still there's a local dog owner who repeatedly lets their dog foul outside our 
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house, and those of our neighbours, then continues on their way up Beech Road. 

Dog dirt and litter 
Dog fouling, litter 
Dog poo on the streets 
Drug dealing 
Garden sinking but ok other than that 
Gardens could be tidier 
General maintenance 
I can't think of any. 
Insufficient car parking space and inconsiderate/selfish car users 
Keeping it and everyone in it safe and secure 
Keeping it safe and secure. 
Keeping streets clean 
Lack of confidence. People worried about what the future holds for themselves and family 
Leaves 
Litter 
Litter 
Litter Dog muck People driving/parking on pavements/grass verges 
Make sure it's all safe. 
Making sure the streets are not covered with litter and the remains of drug and alcohol use 
Motor security 
No x 3 
No flowers, lack of TLC. 
Noise 
Noise from the M60 motorway 
Noisy neighbours 
None x 4 
Not enough houses 
Not necessarily the most important, but something that does concern me is the state of the 
road and pavements. 
Overhanging branches from Worthington Park and parking opposite my drive 
Parking 
Parking and especially when parents pick up kids form Lime Tree 
Parking, not enough, we could do with more. 
Preserving the safe, secure environment that exists. 
Probably thieves. 
Protecting my property and car 
Recycling 
Rubbish is one issue. Either being dumped in your garden or outside your house. 
Safety and support. 
Schools, crime, facilities. 
Scruffy neighbours 
Security 
That it is well maintained and cared for 
The lighting could be better. 
The odd unsavoury characters living nearby and the attention they attract. 
Too many cars and lorries Moorlands school 
Tree/grass cutting 
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57. What is the most important issue in your local environment when you 
consider the rest of your Street/Road/Close? 
 
54 people responded to this question highlighting 66 issues. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Anti social behaviour 
ASB. Fly tipping on the local field. 
Burglary 
Cars parking on pavements 
Cars speeding 
Cleanliness 
Cleanliness. No anti social behaviour. 
Consideration for others, young, old and those in between. 
De-icing in winter, pavements get very icy and it is unsafe for elderly 
people on foot. 
Dog dirt and litter 
Dog fouling 
DOG MESS 
Dog poo on the streets    Speeding cars 
Drug dealing 
Good neighbours and mutual respect for each other's property. 
Good neighbours, respect and consideration for one another. 
I think the most important issue is dog dirt and litter. 
Insufficient car parking space and inconsiderate/selfish car users 
Keeping clean. 
Leaf clearance 
Litter x 2 
Litter and dog poo 
Litter from kids from Norris road school. 
Making the area a lot cleaner and tidier and welcoming 
Moorlands school being extended to create more traffic and pollution 
Needs to be tidied up, scruffy area 
No 
No anti-social behaviour 
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Noise dog poo litter 
None x 3 
None I know of 
None in particular 
Not necessarily the most important, but something that does concern me 
is the state of the road and pavements. 
Parking x 3 
Parking restrictions and ridiculous resident's scheme which just moves 
problem further from town centre but clogs side roads. With a permit still 
cannot park near house at times. 
PAVEMENTS 
Police raiding houses all the time. 
Recycling 
Road safety 
Rubbish and make more bins available for public use 
Rubbish dumping some times 
Safety of the garages at rear of property 
Safety. 
Speeding on Alderley Road 
Street / road. 
That the area is kept clean and tidy and people care for and have pride in 
the area 
The lack of facilities for the youths, litter, untidy front gardens. 
To get cars off the roads and allow children to play outside their homes 
Too many young children just stood in the middle of the road. 

 
58. What is the most important issue in your local environment when you 
consider your Community? (If you feel where you live has its own specific 
community (sheltered housing, flats, community groups or your own definition) 
please consider that when answering this section.) 
 
41 people responded to this question highlighting 60 issues. 
 

 
 
Comments 
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ASB 
Assault 
Back lane could do with a safety sweep. 
Children/young adults drinking on parks behind my house. 
Community centre plays a big part with helping kids and young people in the 
community 
Currently the situation with the metrolink works 
Dog fouling in parks 
Dog fouling. 
DOG MESS TRAFFIC 
DRUG DEALING 
Evening police presence necessary and sped restrictions on side roads for old people 
and school children and school crossing signs 
Feeling with problem families or individuals 
Finding things for young people to do and somewhere safe for them to meet without 
costing a lot of money. 
Getting Transport for Greater Manchester to agree to providing proper and effective 
landscaping down the side of our estate where the new Metrolink Line to Manchester 
Airport is being built. They have seriously damaged our environment. 
Housing 
Keep it tidy in the main 
Keeping that community feel 
Lack of community spirit. People are too afraid to talk to each other and suspicious, 
which is a shame. 
Litter 
Litter & cleanliness. 
Litter. Low-level criminal damage & vandalism. Dog fouling at Moor Nook Park. 
Making it a better place for our children 
More meeting places for young people and older people.  Activities for all age 
groups. Also better advertising of these. 
No communal spirit now cause we have no local pub to meet up in so no-one meets 
socially 
No major issues that I am aware of apart from the need for permanent dedicated 
meeting places for young people 
Noise dog poo litter unruly youths 
None 
Nothing 
Old people and people getting drunk. 
Parking, litter, anti social behaviour, dog fouling. 
Planning 
RECYCLING 
Safety and support. 
Sale Moor is a relatively tidy place 
Shutters on shops creates a bad impression 
Sorting out anti-social behaviour 
That our children are safe to play and that we all can rely on each other to be 
respectful and considerate of others needs 
The piper was an eyesore 
The safe removal of the garages 
There should be more community events, so to strengthen the feeling of the 
community. 
To have good open spaces - to have natural areas as well as specific places for play 
and recreation    more allotment space and community food growing 
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59. Any other observations on your local environment? 
 
16 Observations 
 
Helsby Road / Norris Road. Turning right from Helsby Road onto Norris Road is very 
dangerous. 
It's great that there are so many green spaces nearby - Worthington Park, Walkden 
Gardens and the Water Park 
It's raining all the time. 
Lack of a decent general shop - Spar is not very good 
Litter at times is bad. 
Litter. 
Needs tidy up. 
Needs to come out of the 90s 
Not as neat and tidy at the shops. 
On the whole the council has made the area a nice safe place to live now the rules 
just need to be enforced. 
Seems to be a lot more dog mess and glass about 
Sometimes it's very untidy. 
There is a drainage problem at Moor Nook park that means after a large rainfall the 
path is submerged and the play park is not accessible unless you're wearing wellies! 
Too much litter and dog fouling 
Trees need to be chopped down 
Very happy 

 
60. What is the most important issue in your local environment when you 
consider Sale Moor as whole? 
 
35 people responded to this question highlighting 41 issues. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Affordable housing to buy or rent 
Anti-social behaviour 
Being safe. Being supported if in social housing. Being listened to. 
Community safety 
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Crime. 
Debt problems 
Deprivation and lack of investment in the local community, especially youth. 
Dog dirt and lack of bins. 
Employment 
Grot spots - when people decide to kindly dump their rubbish in the community e.g. sofas, bin 
bags etc. 
Having a clean and safe environment 
Improved lighting around parks 
Just looks a bit scruffy at times especially on Norris Road 
Keeping SM clean litter 
Keeping the youth of today occupied with good opportunities for career aspects and ambition. 
Keeping up general maintenance Giving youths more places to go 
Litter 
Moving kids from shop front, especially in the morning fro Sale High School asking for 
cigarettes 
No major issues that I am aware of apart from the need for permanent dedicated meeting 
places for young people 
No to Tesco store. No late licence to sell alcohol in deprived area. 
Not allowing the larger retailers (Tesco, Sainsbury's, Aldi, etc.) into the area forcing local 
traders to close 
Not enough green spaces and those there are boring 
Not quite Sale Moor, but the issue of Priory Gardens and its state is an issue. 
Parking 
Peace and quiet 
People working together. 
Reducing littering and dog fouling. 
Sale Moor village not the same now 
Street violence and the threat of it 
That people have no pride in their area and that they live in accordance with its reputation of 
being below par, it is majority a council estate and this seems to instil in people a vision of it 
being unkempt and that they have no responsibility for it. 
That the whole of Sale Moor is economically viable. 
That there is not a multi-purpose centre for the whole community. 
The poor condition of road surfaces 
To bring the community together as one in resolving anything 
Young people 14-17 need more organised activities. 
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NORRIS ROAD COMMUNITY SPACE 
In 2007 the grassed area at the Norris Road Shop parade was landscaped with 
gardens and fencing to create a more attractive and secure area. We would like to 
understand the impact this development has had. We would also like to understand 
why people use the space. 
 
61. Which shops and services do you use on the Norris Road Parade? 
Please circle/mark all you use. 
 
75 people responded to this question highlighting 282 services used. 
 

 
 
Any other comments about using the space on Norris Road? 
 
Could be done a lot better with a few more shops. 
During the day, this area is quite good, but not at night. 
Handy to use. Makes it easier to go local rather than go to Sale everyday 
Houses would have been a better use of the space on Norris Road. 
I will probably use Tesco when it opens later this month 
It's a shame it's not as full as it used to be e.g. post office. 
Keeping the shop occupied by business and keeping the rents sufficient so 
people can afford. 
Very handy More shops 
Where's the Christmas tree? Needs some festive lights. 

  
62. The open space on Norris Road Shop Parade was fenced and gardens 
created in 2007 to make it a more attractive and secure area. Has this 
succeeded? 
 
71 people responded to this question with 33 comments. 
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Any other comments about the Norris Road Shop parade development? 
 
At least you can avoid people as you walk up to the shops etc. 
Can't be vandalized or have dogs fouling it. 
I had not noticed to be honest 
I think it should be cleaned up a lot more than it is now and not rely on local residents to clean 
it up 
I'm not sure. I never saw it before the work was done. 
In the summer, the gardens look nice, but it could do with better lighting. 
Is safer but still dangers 
It has simply prevented the grass from being used as a toilet for local dogs who are now taken 
to the park instead. It is fenced off and not used as a community space 
It is secure and attractive but still does not feel safe 
It looks better and there are several ways to get where you want to go. 
It looks much nicer 
It made no difference, car parking would of been a better option. 
It may be more secure but it needs regular attention from community groups to look after it 
and develop it. This has not happened. 
It often looks overgrown and the plants are not looked after - needs more colour and more 
regular attention 
Lighting. 
Looks better but the Piper pub looks terrible. I believe a Tesco local is going to be built there 
which will help 
Looks like a country field and could do with more colour 
Made a big difference 
More attractive during day time but intimidating in the dark 
Needs brightening up 
Needs to be well gritted in winter because a couple of years ago it was deadly and could have 
caused serious injury. 
Not been on Norris Road 
Not particularly attractive 
Only because it used to be worse but it is still dated and requires a face lift 
Since fencing has been put up the shops are a lot quieter 
Still a bit dark 
Still see groups and the litter doesn't get cleaned enough in the gardens. 
The gardens need to be regularly maintained and tidied 
Very good for shopping. 
When ever I’m at the shops on Norris rd. parade there is always a string of hoodies  around 
When it rains a large puddle forms on the path making it awkward to walk down 
When it was first done it looked really nice. Over the years, nothing seems to get done with it. 
It's just over grown and not kept tidy. 
Yes AND No: the new shop development (Tesco Metro?) is not very fair on NISA. 
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PARKS & PLAY SPACES 
In the last 3 years here has been investment in some of the parks and play spaces 
in Sale Moor and the wider Sale area. We would like to understand if local people 
are using their parks and how. We would also like to understand what else is 
needed. 
 
63. Please enter as many places and activities as possible. 
If a place you use or an activity you do is not listed please add into the "Other" 
columns and describe in the box available below. 
 
67 people responded to this question highlighting 456 activities. 
 

 
 
64. Use this space to add any other comments about local spaces or if you 
used the "Other" boxes. 
 
12 comments 
 
(Moor Nook/Conway Pk, Sunny Days Pk, Baguley "Back" Lane, Walton Pk, Walkden Gdns and 
Wythenshawe Pk all ticked, but not specified).    Baguley Lane needs to be made 'safely' (safe?) 
All look adequate/tidy. 
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Children fighting in Sunny Days park. Back lane could do with facelift. 
Like to walk through parks if it is a nice day when I can 
re Windmill Road/Pimmcroft Way play area, dogs should be banned from the fenced off area 
Sunny days is the nearest park to my home but has nothing safe for 0-6 year olds to play on   
Always taken over by teenagers 
Sunny days park does not have enough for children, worse since done up, no big kid swings and 
seesaw, could be more. 
Sunny Days Park Norris Road could be a lot better with more things for children. 
The  little trains at Walton park are fun on a Sunday.  I've recently started taking my daughter to 
the  GForce cafe at Stamford park. She enjoys going on the bouncy castle. 
The other park is Sale Water Park. 
Walk 
Walton Park 

 
65. Would you be interested in a Friends of Moor Nook/Conway Park 
group? 
 
70 people responded “yes” or “no” to this question. 
 

 
 
Any other comments? 
  

Be good to have more events on in the park especially in the summer months 
Because of my age. 
For the grandchildren to meet other children their age to play with. 
I'm too busy for that it sounds a good idea though. 
Keen to see more colour in the park and improve the facilities 
Why what’s there and where is it 
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COMMUNICATION 
It is important that local people know what is going on and what is available to 
them. We would like to understand how you get your information and what is 
missing. 
 
66. Which of these do you use to get information about local services and 
news? 
(You can mark as many choices as you need. Please use the box below to add any 
other information you need to or if you used the "Other" box.) 
 
80 people responded to this question highlighting 356 information points. 
 

 
 
67. Please use this space to add any other comments or if you used the 
"Other" boxes. 
 
Advertiser for all above 
Do not receive sale & alty messenger for some unknown reason 
I also receive the Advertiser paper. 
I always use the SMCP: any problems I have, I call in for help. 
I get most of my new online at work 
National papers 
Quite often there are events promoted that don’t reach people to know that event or trip is 
going on, leaflets should be dropped to let people know as its not always in the source 
magazine as time lapses between issues. 
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68. What information is difficult to find or not available to you? 
 
12 people responded to this question. 
 
 
Am not computer savvy so jobs advertised in windows like at SMCP is a good idea for use 
that don't have computers. 
Financial information, crisis management 
First step missing. Messenger usually late with events 
I have found many events were on on or available but just didn’t know & would have been 
happy to participate had I of known. 
More info on local activities, Waterside. Sale Moor Community Centre 
No 
No 
None 
Not seen any information on the sale moor area such as newsletters etc. 
Nothing 
Sometimes got to dig to find out about school based activities 
Things for over 60's in the local area. 

  
69. Do you use the Internet? 
We would like to understand how local people use the Internet, if at all. 
(Please circle/check as many choices as you use) 
 
79 people responded to this question choosing 311 options. 
 

 
 
Please use this space to add any other comments or if you used the 
"Other" boxes. 
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Bills 
Son will access internet for me if necessary 
Just use the internet to browse about 
Banking 
Looking for work 

 
70. Do you use social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)? 
(Please circle/check as many choices as you use) 
 
79 people responded to this question choosing 172 options. 
 

 
 
Please use this space to add any other comments or if you used the 
"Other" boxes. 
 
Don’t trust Facebook or twitter 
Play.com. EBay. 
Skype 
Social media is essential for my business and I work with it everyday whilst in employment 
and recognise its usefulness and its part in our lives on a day to day basis 
Use web to look for jobs Don’t understand most of it 
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HEALTH 
 
71. How healthy do you feel? 
Please consider all the factors that affect your health and use a rating of 1-10. 
1 for worst and 10 for best. 
 
78 people responded to this question with an average self-assessment of 7.1. 
 
72. What makes you healthy and feel good about yourself? 
 
70 people responded to this question highlighting 104 issues. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Being with family friends working on allotment & garden 
Being with mates and playing sports 
Clean eating Exercise 
Cycling. 
Definitely exercise 
Detox 
Diet, exercise and being outdoors 
Dog walking Losing weight 
Doing something productive 
Don't really think about it 
Don’t really put that much thought into it to be honest 
Eat well and move about and my faith keeps me happy 
Eat well, balanced diet, exercise, plenty of vegetables, 
Eating a healthy diet and doing exercise. 
Eating good food and doing exercise. 
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Eating healthy 
Eating healthy and exercise 
Eating right foods. 
Eating the right things, exercise and keeping myself active 
Eating well. Exercising. 
Exercise and walking. 
Exercise x 3 
Exercise & Hobbies & Work 
Exercise and a low fat, healthy diet 
Exercise and eating the right food 
Exercise and excellent diet no smoking or excess anything 
Exercise and fresh air 
Exercise and healthy eating 
Exercise and relatively healthy diet 
Exercise! Getting out and about and seeing people 
Fruit 
Going for walks. 
Going to the gym and eating healthy. 
Good days. 
Good food diet exercise 
Good food, sunshine, walking and night out with friends. 
Good food. Financially secure. 
Good sleep, exercise, eating well. 
Good Weather 
Gym and football, the odd jog now and again. 
Happily married and reasonably healthy 
Healthy diet, exercise, happy marriage, supportive family, adequate income, enjoyable 
activities. 
Healthy eating 
Healthy eating and exercise 
I have recently begun using a gym and this has increased my levels a lot. I also enjoy 
working in my local area (Removed for privacy) also contributes to this 
I'm physically fit so not too many worries yet! 
Just to be nice to people and be jolly. 
Keeping fit and mentally active. 
Keeping fit. Healthy eating. 
Knowing that I'm quite lucky being at work and having a good work and family time balance. 
Mobility and recreation 
My children. 
No illness 
V 
Not a lot. 
Nothing 
Nothing 
Playing Football 
Relaxing with family and friends 
Summer! 
The sunshine 
Two dogs (walking). 
Varied food, decent weather! 
Volunteering, lots of exercise and my dog 
Walking and exercising regularly, spending time with friends and family, volunteering. 
When I feel fit 
Work. 
Working and a healthy diet. 

 
73. What makes you unhealthy and feel bad about yourself? 
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63 people responded to this question highlighting 92 issues. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Alcohol 
Alcohol i.e. drinking too much. 
As above 
As above 
Bad eating 
Bad eating No exercise 
Bad eating habits permanent health condition insufficient exercise 
Bad foods and my weight 
Being stuck inside or working too much 
Chocolate Overweight 
Cold 
Days when I haven't done any exercise and chocolate. 
Depression due to being made redundant. This leads to finding it hard to go out and do 
activities. 
Eating crap and the weekends drinking/smoking 
Eating rubbish food and smoking 
Eating rubbish. Not exercising. 
Everything I eat and drink 
Feeling powerless 
Foot problems Arthritis 
Getting old. 
Having diabetes 
Health. 
Hopelessness, helplessness that things wont change especially financially 
Junk food and no exercise 
Lack of exercise 
Lack of money to spend on luxuries. 
Lack of sleep, bad weather, being stuck at home 
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Long term illness 
Medical conditions, old age. 
Medical restraints 
Most days’ stress. 
My disabilities 
Neglecting the above. 
None 
Not able to get out 
Not as fit as I would like 
Not being able to exercise 
Not exercising and eating too much chocolate! 
Not exercising, not getting out of the house. 
Not working. 
Opposite to above 
Overweight smoker. 
Pain and lack of mobility on occasions 
Poor diet 
Smoking x 3 
Smoking Drinking too much Not going out of the house 
Smoking and drinking 
Smoking and junk food. 
Some would say I drink too much and stay up too late. 
Spam fritters. 
The doctor and being moaned at for drink, weight 
The rain 
The weather. 
To see that the recession has badly affected our country and that we have to work harder 
than most other countries to earn a living and maintain a good lifestyle 
Too much junk food 
Unhealthy eating. 
Watching drug and alcohol users walk round the estate with no care in the world for anyone 
Weight gain x 2 
When I have problems with Asthma. 
Work stress, poor sleep, junk food. 
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74. What can be done to improve your health? 
 
50 people responded to this question highlighting 57 issues. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
A good place to exercise (mini gym) would be good. 
A raid on Pannis. 
According to my doctor, not much 
Activities that are free or cheap to use particularly gyms and for young groups and older 
groups where health is suffering. 
Better eating. 
Better weather!! 
Change way of life 
Cut down on chocolate 
Cycling, walking and a proactive lifestyle. 
Drink less and get to bed earlier. 
Eat correctly Lose some weight 
Eat more fruit and stuff. 
Eat more healthier, reduce alcohol intake 
Eating a sensible diet. 
Exercise x 2 
Exercise more regularly and find paid employment. 
Exercising and eating the right food 
Find a cure for fibromyalgia ha-ha 
Give up 
Go gym. 
Help and support which is not great with THT despite what they say. 
I am looking for more local exercise venues. 
I get all the medicines I need. 
Improve eating habits cure for health condition sufficient exercise 
Improve park facilities - moor nook/Conway park is under water at the moment! The park 
needs improvement    improve shops in Sale Moor - less bookies and charity shops and more 
local shops e.g. a bakery (not Greggs!), a deli etc. 
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Less stress and a cure for osteoarthritis!!! 
Lose weight and eat healthily 
Lose weight and stop smoking. 
Make healthy food cheaper 
Make healthy options on food cheaper 
More exercise x 2 
More exercise - gym, swimming 
More of 72 and less of 73. 
More places to exercise and a cheap local gym 
More time to keep fit 
No outside medical profession 
None 
Nothing - just medications 
Nothing can be done 
Only myself can do this, the facilities are there need the motivation to do something about 
it. 
Physically I will continue to attend the gym.     Mentally, I receive support from my local GP, 
(Removed for privacy) and helping others enjoy the same success has really boosted me this 
year. 
Stop smoking 
Stop smoking and cut down drinking 
Stop smoking and having support from family and friends 
Stop smoking but only when I am ready to quit 
Try to concur stressful parts of my life. Get back into employment. 
Win the lottery 
Work. 

 
75. Can you access the health services you need? If not, what are the 
problems you face? 
 
59 people responded “yes” or “no” to this question highlighting 14 issues. 
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Comments 
 
Call centres at hospitals can be troublesome and pass you around. Saturday opening. 
Cannot get a local dentist 
Costly, no. 
Dealing with (Removed for privacy) GP doesn't understand which leads to depression and 
alcoholism. 
Getting to hospital as no transport 
Health services are very good. 
I can access all the services I need but I look after my father in another part of Trafford and 
it is impossible to get the services I need 
I find it very difficult sometimes when it comes to the health service locally as to fit in an 
appointment around a full time job can be costly and inconvenient, as appointments seem to 
be few and far between. 
I need to register with the local GP. I still go to the GP near where I used to live, which can 
be impractical sometimes. 
No x 3 
Not a problem 
There is always something or someone to help you out 
Transport on occasions. 
Yes x 36 
Yes - my doctors and the chemist are both within walking distance 
Yes - no cure for my condition 
Yes but have to go to Stretford to the dentist 
Yes but have to travel to Stretford for NHS dentist 
Yes I can 
Yes if spare money to pay for gym/swimming 
Yes, apart from problems with dental services and associated costs 
Yes, I have problems getting about. I can't go out on the bus on my own. 
Yes. I have an Active Trafford pass and can access the gym or go swimming for a Â£1 each 
session. 
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LIFESTYLE & LEISURE 
 
76. Where do you go and what do you do in your leisure time? 
Please mark where you go and what you do in your leisure time. You can mark as 
many choices as you need. Use the "Other" box if you need to add a category and 
tell us more about it in the space below. 
 
72 people responded to this question highlighting 513 activities. 
 

 
 
77. Please add any comments about local leisure services or if you used 
the "Other" boxes above. 
 
Brookway school - gym classes 
Enjoy watching live professional sport, particularly football and rugby league/union 
Family live a distance away and not many local friends 
Fishing 
For exercise I walk a neighbours dog. 
I cycle volunteer for (Removed for privacy) Go to Jackson's boat (pub) Have an allotment 
I don't do any of the above. 
I splay squash/swim at Altrincham leisure centre. I also socialise and go to the cinema in 
Stockport. 
I swim at Urmston leisure centre as the facilities are better than sale 
I volunteer for the local school and committees outside of sale but in the Trafford area 
Lots of choice but at the wrong time, (child care) 
Mersey Valley 
Other - private gym in Trafford Park. 
Quite good 
Read, watch TV, do puzzles 
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SCJFC (other) socialise with others at events 
Theatre in Manchester 
There needs to be more information available to say what is on - the local paper is rubbish 
and goes straight in the recycling. Is there a website with info? 
Walking around Sale Moor 
Zumba at a dance school in Altrincham. 

 
78. Are there any community spaces/facilities that could be used more 
effectively? 
 
23 people responded to this question highlighting 28 issues. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
All the local Churches, schools doing more for the community and not just being exclusive to 
their own member or students. 
Community centre 
Community centre - not used every day and not accessible to young people 
Community centre for young people 
Conway park, community centre 
Don't know 
Lack of exercise classes in the area 
No idea 
Not been in Church since it was done up as it seems young people aren't welcome 
Sale Moor Community Centre 
Sale Moor Community centre could be more. 
Some of the community buildings could be more open to different uses. 
St Francis & Scouts Hut, Community centre 
St Francis Church Community centre on Norris Road 
St Francis Church Sale Moor Community Centre 
St Francis church could be used for cafe or day activities 
The community centre 
The Community Centre (see earlier section). Sale High School needs to cut some of its 
charges for use of facilities as these are unreasonable and not in keeping with its role as a 
rock in the community. 
The parks, scout hut, St. Francis, 
The so-called community centre near Conway Park and also the local church (St. Francis). 
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Unfortunately the land on which the Piper stands is currently being developed into a Tesco 
express, as I understand it. We have two convenience shops locally on Norris road, that 
space could have been used for the younger community members. The parks are not used, 
as they should be either. If there is a youth centre/group I am unaware of it in which case I 
don't feel it is being used effectively as I have 3 children and would expect due to the range 
in age I would have heard about it by now 
Yes on Conway park for more facilities 
Yes, the church hall only seems to be used by people from outside Sale Moor. Always cars 
parked outside, Young people never in the hall. Don't know why 

 
79. Are the leisure services you use value for money?  
Why and if not, why not? 
 
29 people responded “yes” or “no” to this question. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Don't have any to use or if we do they're not advertised 
Everything seems to be costly these days and we use online offers a lot more to save money 
and enjoy days out or even weekend family activities 
Football is VFM 
For low income there are more important factors of keeping roof overhead & having food & 
bills paid.  If they were cheaper for low income but taking a family adds up. 
I used to go to Sale Leisure Centre. However at £5.25 per lesson I had to stop. 
Leisure centre membership is quite expensive 
No 
No they aren’t. Far too expensive to use 5-a-side football pitches in Trafford/Manchester. 
Leisure centre facilities (badminton, squash) also quite expensive.    Need more sports 
facilities outdoor or indoor readily available for much cheaper. 
None 
Not used so don't know 
Sale leisure centre could be cheaper 
Sale leisure centre could be cheaper to use 
Too expensive, 
Yeah I get a good deal on my gym membership because I'm a student. 
Yes x 11 
Yes (cautiously) 
Yes if you have the time 
Yes only if you are on jobseekers 
Yes, they offer prices for people on benefits - leisure centre 
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SHOPPING 
 
80. Where do you go for your shopping? 
Please check/mark as many as you use. 
 
75 people responded to this question highlighting 641 places. 
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Please use this space to add any other comments about local shopping or if 
you used the "Other" boxes. 
 
24 people responded to this question. 
 
A decent supermarket would be good 
Asda\Tesco etc. 
Broadheath Retail & White City 
Charity shops in the main 
Don’t do a main shop 
Friends and family. 
I also go to Stockport. 
I go to Stretford for my major food shop, Iceland. 
I think it is wrong that Tesco got permission to open a store on Norris Road when we have a 
shop that is considerate to and involved with the local community and adequate for the 
needs of the community. 
I use Tesco in Sale 
Its a lot cheaper for greengrocery locally, shops in sale Moor are really good 
Need to keep as many local traders going as possible 
Not enough variation of shops 
Not impressed that Tesco is being built in Sale Moor - quite happy with what we already 
have, not to mention the increase in traffic it will bring 
On line 
Parking in sale moor must be protected 
Places like Dunelm mill 
Requires more click and collect?  More diversity 
Retail Centres, Handforth dean, Broadheath 
Sale Moor is a good shopping centre and I hope it stays that way! Sale itself isn't very nice 
now and there are few decent shops. 
Use catalogue 
Use Sale occasionally 
V&M for minor and Northenden road for whites, furniture 
Where I volunteer I can get clothing 
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TRANSPORT 
We have seen a move towards more use of cars over the last few decades. We 
want to understand any problems you face getting to the places you want to go to. 
 
82. What is you main method of transport and why do you use it? 
 
82 people responded to this question choosing 96 methods and highlighting 46 
reasons to use that method. 
 

 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Bicycle buses expensive and infrequent £2 to go to Sale from Sale Moor one-way!!!! 
Bike - no car and bus does not go close to one of my destinations 
Bus x 10 
Bus - car parking is expensive in Manchester 
Bus - don't drive, usually walk unless too far/not enough time 
Bus - no other option 
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Bus and because it is convenient to where I live. 
Bus and occasionally metrolink 
Bus and train - I do not drive 
Bus as unable to drive. 
Bus because I don't drive or own a vehicle 
Bus mainly - convenient for the most part (could be better bus links to Stretford and city 
from sale moor 
Bus or tram. Use it because I have to. 
Bus service mainly arriva, I cannot drive 
Bus; as I do not have a car also I have a bus pass. 
Bus, can't drive. 
Bus, Car 
Bus: value for money and easily accessible. 
Buses, or car, when buses not running. 
Car x 15 
Car   cheaper per mile 
Car - because I have one 
Car - convenience 
Car - disabled 
Car - ease to get where I need to. Laziness! 
Car - easier then relying on public transport. 
Car - easiest. Tram is expensive and unreliable! 
Car - speed and accessibility 
Car - to get to where I want to go 
Car as I am disabled 
Car because I bought it just for that 
Car because I have many children and a car is cheaper. 
Car Easy and convenient 
Car easy for me and my son to get around 
Car for convenience & to transport children carry shopping etc. 
Car for convenience and public transport is too expensive. 
Car for work. 
Car or walking dependent on distance/time 
Car quick easy and no waiting around 
Car- convenience 
Car, because it is more convenient 
Car, walk 
Car, when husband's at home, for travelling long distances. 
CAR.  CONVENIENCE. 
Car. Carrying goods 
Car. Easy access anywhere, economical to run. 
Car/bus Car when partners off work, bus or taxi when he's not 
Cars at the moment 
Electric mountain bike   good exercise, cheap, easy to use 
Metrolink 
Public transport because I don't have a car. 
Public, bus and tram 
Walk 
Walk and bus 
Walking x 3 
Walking, bus, train and tram. 
Walking/bus - because I don't drive 
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83. What other methods of transport do you use and why do you use 
them? 
 
66 Respondents, 75 Choices 
66 people responded to this question highlighting 75 other methods. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
Bus x 3 
Bus Walking 
Bus - to go further than my bike - Manchester, Trafford centre 
Bus - work, hospital, shopping 
Bus and metro 
Bus and metro. Social travel, shopping. 
Bus and tram 
Bus and tram occasionally (free pass). 
Bus but only with heavy bags 
Bus for longer journeys 
BUS OR TRAM OCCASIONALLY TO GO TO MANCHESTER. 
Bus to work. Walk on the school run. 
Bus, to go shopping. 
Bus/tram 
Bus/tram when I have to go further than Sale 
Car - convenience and for transporting larger items 
Car owned by other family member - use it when joint activities 
Cycle - when no bags and weather better 
Cycle - when weather not too bad and it fits with my work pattern    Bus - if car not available    
Tram - into Manchester 
Friends/family cars - days out and shopping 
If socializing the tram 
Just bus or walk. 
Metro 
Metro, Bus, Can travel free. 
Metrolink and bus, mainly for evening leisure to be able to drink alcohol for social purposes 
Metrolink because it's fast when I need to get to University or go out at night to town. 
Metrolink if going into Manchester as always get lost around the 1-way streets and don't like 
the multi-story Arndale parking as it's expensive. The Metrolink is quicker and cheaper. 
Metrolink if going into Manchester because I don't need to worry about parking 
Metrolink if going to Manchester 
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Metrolink sometimes 
Metrolink to get to Manchester or M/Cr Airport more quickly 
Metrolink- travel to city centre 
Occasionally the Metrolink when the car is being serviced. Quick access to Manchester 
Centre. 
Once a week my Mum comes to take me for my weekly shop to Sale in her car. 
Ring & ride 
See above 
Sometimes go in mums car 
Taxi 
Taxi occasionally 
Taxi to school with my daughter (provided by Trafford) and car, if someone is giving me a 
lift. 
Taxi, when it's long distance away. 
The Metro to get into Manchester, Bury etc.  The train for days out.  Sometimes Elite or 
National Holidays. 
The tram occasionally to go very seldom into Manchester 
Trains or metrolink to get to far places 
Tram x 4 
Tram - able to have a drink 
Tram - time saving 
Tram - when it's convenient 
Tram as fast and more reliable than bus. 
Tram because it is quick. 
Tram for work 
Tram into town 
Tram occasionally 
Tram to go to Manchester 
Tram, to get into Manchester speedy way to get in and out. 
Tram: easily accessible. 
Trams and buses Can be convenient where there are parking issues 
Walk - school runs 
Walking x 2 
We have a family car driven by my partner which is used by him to get to work and by the 
family at weekends 
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84. What stops you from being able to get to the places you want to go? 
 
52 people responded to this question highlighting 55 issues. 
 

 
 
Appointments. 
Bus routes are very limited 
Bus service not very good We have to either get bus and met to go to Manchester 
Bus services don't go near enough to places I need to go and metro the same and too 
expensive, walking is problematic and stops me form getting to far 
Can't afford to go anywhere 
Car parking 
Car unreliability of busses use the metro 
Cost 
Cost. 
Double buggy 
Expense. 
Getting home in the evening. The bus service is very poor. Also no direct bus route to 
Manchester except the 41. 
Having to get a couple of buses 
I don't have a car. 
I'm sorry the 41 bus has stopped running late at night. It was useful when visiting friends in 
the Didsbury / Withington area 
Insufficient bus links 
Lack of bus services and them not being regular 
Lack of car. 
Lack of money 
Lack of suitable public transport, but mainly poor frequency and unreliability of buses in the 
evening 
Metrolink being delayed. 
Money 
Money 
Money cost in public transport has risen. 
My sight and walking 
No 
No 
No being able to afford a car/fuel 
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No driving licence 
None 
Not at the moment, bad weather and public transport issues only problem 
Not being able to drive. 
Not being able to use the machines to go on to the Metrolink. 
Not enough different buses to get from Norris Road. 
Not usually 
Nothing x 11 
The bus services from Norris Road are poor in my opinion.  I work in Old Trafford and there 
is no direct bus route. 
Time and weather 
Unable to leave my mother 
Walking. 
Weather 
Weather. Poor cycle security. Cost of Metrolink. 

 
85. Do you have issues with car parking? 
 
At Home? On your street? Around Sale Moor? 
 
39 people responded to this question making 32 comments. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
At times it's hard to park and cost of parking is too much. 
Can be difficult parking outside my house as many houses do not have drives and so visitors park 
outside my house and there is no room when I get home. 
Cars park on pavements and right opposite my drive 
Could be better. 
Don't own a car but family can't park near one as not enough spaces 
Just irresponsible parking in general, blocking paths, drives, narrowing roads. Especially bad around 
schools at start and end of day. Lime Tree accident waiting to happen 
Just when Lime Tree parents park badly around my house and school entrance 
Lack of spaces near Sale Moor 
Lime Tree parents parking irresponsibly 
Live on double yellow lines 
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Most people are converting gardens to driveways, to keep cars of the street, but the cost of dropped 
curbs means it's not always a perfect option. 
My road is full of cars used by the church. 
Neighbours often park too close. They seem to have 4 cars and parking for 2! 
No x 3 
No issue near my home as has a big car park. 
No parking is good 
None 
None 
Only enough space for 7 cars in front of 8 houses 
Only very occasional problems with cars blocking my drive 
People park with no consideration for the safety of others. 
Refused for lowering of curb outside of home 
The cost for having kerbs dropped is far too expensive.   Street parking is / can be difficult: this does 
not always apply to me. 
Too many cars and not enough space. 
Traffic wardens. 
Trafford don't deal with problem They push traffic further and further from centre regarding parking. 
Cheap Metrolink parking needed for commuters. Trafford just see residents' parking as a money 
raising issue. 
Visitors have difficulty parking. 
Yes - a lot of people in our row have two cars and there's not enough space for us all.  Sale Moor is 
great because you can usually get a parking space and they're free. Please keep it that way! 
Yes in sale centre, also see previous dangerous driving issues 
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WE CAN ALWAYS DREAM! 
We would like you to think about what you would do if you could spend some 
money on your community or Sale Moor as a whole. We have given you 3 virtual 
amounts. Please tell us what you would try to do with this money. Secret Millionaire 
style, as a handout or to build something. Whatever you think but try your best to 
be realistic! 
 
86. If you had £1 million to spend on Sale Moor what would you try and 
do? 
 
63 people responded to this question making 96 suggestions. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
A brand new building where everybody of all ages can use whether its young or old 
A large one-stop community project, that includes counselling, self-awareness programmes, 
art projects, careers motivation & possibilities. 
A youth centre that young people feel I theirs 
Add to park space Minibus to take low attenders to school Make a youth centre/gym - Piper 
pub Throw mini festivals in the summer - Conway park As many activities as people wanted 
- sports 
An all age facility for children 0-19. 
Ask the community and put where the majority thought was needed. 
Build a centre accessible and open to the whole community. 
Build a centre for teenagers or improve local centre. 
Build a community centre, with Indoor five a side courts, which would also house IT rooms 
and facilities for further education. 
Build a multi-purpose centre for the whole of the community to use. To bring all the 
generations of the community together and help bring a good sense of community spirit. 
Build a new all facilities building for all people of all ages 
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Build a new, better community centre 
Build a place where everyone can go and for every age. Also to make it a brighter place for 
children to grow up. Also to buy more cameras and surveillance on parks to make it more 
safe for children 
Build a purpose-built centre for the community and especially young people. It is badly 
needed in Sale Moor and would be great tool for uniting the community and giving it a sense 
of purpose. 
Build a youth centre so kids have somewhere they can call there own 
Build a youth club so all activities for young and old could take place there including cheap 
breakfast clubs/after school clubs 
Build a youth club. Add more exciting play equipment to Moor Nook park, like a skate park, 
bmx track etc. 
Build an all-purpose sports facility - indoor courts to be used for badminton, squash, tennis, 
basketball, cricket, football, and also outdoor space for more football pitches (full size and 5-
a-side). Outdoor area would be free to use when no bookings have been made. Invite local 
kids/adult teams (Sale Communities FC, Sale United etc.) to train there. Holiday camps for 
when children are off school but parents still need to work - with the right number of 
coaches all kinds of sports could be catered for to keep kids active while out of school. Work 
with the relevant sport governing bodies to encourage and offer a place for local people to 
gain coaching qualifications so formal sessions can be held on a daily basis to keep 
kids/adults active and engaged in sports and exercise. 
Build community centre 
Build more houses provide better transport links 
Build or renovate a building to be a community centre, providing services and activities for 
people of all ages. It would have a kitchen/cafe area, a hall with a stage and seating, to be 
used as a cinema, theatre, roller rink/disco, luncheon club, tea dance and a recording studio. 
Perhaps buy the local church?! 
Build youth centre and equip 
Buy empty properties and extend existing houses so people can stay in their neighbourhood 
Buy lots of council houses, level it all and build my own little fortress with a massive fence to 
keep people out. 
Buy the Piper turn it into youth club and boxing club.  Big statue of me outside the shop. 
Create a business such as antz pantz 
Create a community centre for everyone and try and integrate all ages into coming together 
to socialise and in time build up a community who want to go out and help others join them 
in this and volunteer etc. 
Create affordable housing 
CREATE FACILITIES FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE AND THE ELDERLEY. 
Get the shops spruced up and get a decent supermarket 
Give it where the need is highest - probably for young people 
Give plenty to the youth of the community 
Give the shopping area a makeover and encourage some better shops and restaurants. We 
have a great butchers and greengrocers and florist but little else. See my earlier comments 
re charity shops and bookies. We also have too many take aways but little else. 
Have a dedicated permanent building for activities for young and families 
Have a leisure centre with pools, courts, gym, health spa for massages etc. 
Have a youth club for 12-16 year olds 
I think all that's missing from Sale Moor is somewhere nice to eat and drink. The pubs are 
quite rough (especially the Temple Inn which seems to have gone from bad to worse). The 
Midland Balti is the only good restaurant.   So I would open a nice bar that did good food! 
I would open A BIG sports centre with a gym 
I would try and build a centre that would be for young and old alike. So to bring the whole 
community together, so that everybody is safe and knows everybody. Including lots of 
activities. 
Id build a new community centre put in an arts/drama room games and indoor sports room 
communal area and play area for younger kids Partington have soft play and sensory room 
Improve housing More lighting on the streets More policing 
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Improve local environment, keep resources open for youth and renovate properties and 
bring them back into use. 
Improve Moor Nook Park, flower beds, hard weather football pitch, better drainage, 
Improve schools and parks More cleaners More houses 
Improve the shopping area. 
Knock it down and start again, from what the residents want. 
Leisure centre/community centre/pool for the area 
Make all side roads twenty miles an hour, hire litter pickers, hire dog fouling officers, hire 
dog on leads officers, nicer safe play areas for children, pay for evening police patrols, better 
lighting, better paving, 
Make it 'safe' (safe?) 
Me to move house 
More houses. 
More parking - Lime Tree primary school.  Turn Piper pub into family restaurant (Mersey 
Farm style, play area)  Fund Genesis   Property for youth  Bramhall Close 
More schools.  Play groups. 
Pedestrianise the whole shopping area 
Provide facilities for teenagers 
Pull the shop parade down and rebuild a new centre and housing with adequate leisure 
facilities locally. A swimming pool! Something that benefits young and old alike an expansion 
of the CLC and one stop would be a start. 
Something for kids to do, gym, sports and let stream off. 
Specific youth club/centre with cinema, pool tables, table tennis 
Theatre Company 
Use it to build houses or a leisure centre/pool locally 
Youth Club 
Youth club Better shops   Better leisure activities    More cheap housing 
Youth provision 
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87. If you had £100,000 to spend on Sale Moor what would you try and do? 
 
56 people responded to this question making 73 suggestions. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
A 4G pitch for SCJFC 
A brand new one stop centre and learning centre 
Again pay for youth facilities 
Ask the community and put where the majority thought was needed. 
Ask what the children wanted 
Build a centre for teenagers or improve local centre. 
Build a new community centre, so everyone can use it. 
Build youth club/gym in the Piper pub 
Building in sale moor like Gorse Hill Studios for youth. 
Buy equipment for Norris Road school to be used in after school clubs. 
Colour the place up 
Communal area in community centre re paint it and play area for younger kids Partington 
have soft play and sensory room allotment for kids to appreciate and eat what they have 
grown 
Convert a local building to become a youth club. Add more exciting play equipment to Moor 
Nook park, like a skate park, bmx track etc. 
Create activities for those children in the younger age brackets to get them involved with 
doing something together 
CREATE FACILITIES FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE AND THE ELDERLEY. 
Cycle lanes established in Sale Moor generally and more secure spaces for bikes 
Do something with Moor Nook Park court 
Fund some sort of youth program or promote more activities within the community. 
Give it where the need was highest - probably for young people 
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Give the shopping area a makeover and encourage some better shops and restaurants. We 
have a great butchers and greengrocers and florist but little else. See my earlier comments 
re charity shops and bookies. We also have too many take aways but little else. 
Have a dedicated permanent building for activities for young and families organise 
free/subsidised activities for young and families 
Have a youth club for 12-16 year olds 
I would try and build a centre that would be for young and old alike. So to bring the whole 
community together, so that everybody is safe and knows everybody. Including lots of 
activities. 
Improve current sport facilities. 
Improve look of village centre 
Improve roads and pavements 
Just a couple of houses instead 
Make it look a lot better. Roads and pavements. 
More activities for everyone 
More car parking. 
More facilities for young and old. 
More for young people 
More gardens.  Somewhere for kids to play in safety. 
More parking - Lime Tree primary school.  Turn Piper pub into family restaurant (Mersey 
Farm style, play area)  Fund Genesis   Property for youth  Bramhall Close 
People are living to older ages. There are a lot of older people who struggle getting out of 
their homes. Provide a minibus service, to transport them to hospitals, medical centres, 
shops etc. People would be picked up from home and dropped off at their house. The service 
would also assist people of any age, with a disability or mobility problems. 
Plant some trees and create some "Incredible Edible" spaces 
Provide facilities for teenagers 
Refurbish Beech Farm estate 
Renew tarmac on Northenden road 
Same as 86 
Same as the above but not as big 
Secure funding for Sale Moor community partnership and expansion of premises. 
Social centre 
Spend it on our young people, try and expand their horizons. Give financial help towards 
allowing youngsters to continue in education. 
Spend on paying college/uni fees for poorer students 
Spruce the shopping area up with fresh coat of paint for all shops   plant trees 
The same, renovating a building, without the cinema and recording studio facilities. 
To invest in something for the community 
To Sale Moor Community Partnership to help to extend the premises and help with the 
running costs and wages of existing staff. 
Uplift appearance of area 
Use a pre owned building for the above 
Use for under privileged kids/disable kids experiences 
Would pay for extra youth workers and new equipment for youth groups 
Youth Club 
Youth club Better shops   Better leisure activities    More cheap housing 
Youth provision 
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88. If you had £10,000 to spend on Sale Moor what would you try and do? 
 
50 people responded to this question making 51 suggestions. 
 

 
 
Comments 
 
A mini bus for the community. 
A mini bus for the local community activities to transport people and children to organised 
activities. 
Activities for the community 
As above. 
Ask the community and put where the majority thought was needed. 
Better footpaths and lighting. 
Buy more equipment for the children to use 
Clean up/ green streets 
Decorate the community centre its awful definitely for older people 
Do Conway park up 
Don’t know 
Donate to Sale Moor sports team for new equipment etc. 
Drama classes 
Employ an experienced advocate to help all those who are about to be hit by the benefit 
changes. 
Flower beds / hanging baskets. Maybe some new Christmas decorations! 
Give free transport to all oaps in sale moor for a year 
Give it to a local volunteer group 
Give it to SMCP 
Give it to the homeless 
Give it where the need was highest 
Give plenty to the youth of the community 
Give the money to Sale Moor Community Partnership to spend on various projects to benefit 
the community. 
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Give the shopping area a makeover and encourage some better shops and restaurants. We 
have a great butchers and greengrocers and florist but little else. See my earlier comments 
re charity shops and bookies. We also have too many take aways but little else. 
Have a street party for all residents 
Have a youth club for 12-16 year olds 
Help families who are less fortunate to come together and help each other. Create a family 
orientated place where they can get support and help each other 
Help people with debt, disadvantaged people. 
Improve parks 
Invest in securing property of partnership and salaries 
Invest it in the community. 
Money to Genesis - Bramhall Close  Lime Tree primary school 
More activities to help youth of today for the tomorrows. 
New children’s 0-11 equipment on Back Lane park 
New equipment for youth groups 
Not sure how far that would go 
Open a kfc, subway or McDonalds 
Organise free/subsidised activities for young and families 
Pay for youth and community projects 
Put incentives in place to improve your streets, clean front gardens and front pavements 
outside your own house.  If everyone did it the whole area would stay clean.  The street that 
wins on a monthly basis decides what to do with the money. 
Put new tarmac down on Baguley back lane park. 
Refurbish Beech Farm estate 
Refurbish properties. 
Safer side roads with 20mph restrictions, better parking facilities for school, school children 
crossing illuminated signs nearby to every school evening police patrols round the area, and 
nicer playing facilities for children dog fouling and litter officers 
Same as 86 
Spend more on existing youth activities. 
Tarmac all payments that need fixing 
Use it for charitable purposes with local groups 
Use park area to do activities - sport 
Youth Club 
Youth club Better shops   Better leisure activities    More cheap housing 
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